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Introducllon

An ac{ive lifestye during childhood directly benefits the heatth in
both adulthood and old age. But due to the modern way of living and
tecfi nological developments (e.9. cars, elevators, computers, television
etc), both children and adults have become less physically active. In certain
cultures, inactivity and the resultant obesity and diseases havs reached
'crisis proportions'. Rec€nt research revealed that Indians are more
vulnerable genqtically get to heart attiacks than any other ethnic group in
theworld. One out of four Indian-Americans had high levels of Lp(a) when
compared to the Japanese, Chinese, Caucasians and Hispanics. (Enas
EA, 98). However, genes alone do not explain the sudden spurt in heart
disease among the ),outh. The answer, in a word, is lifestyle. "G€netics
load the gun, lifestye pulls the trigg€f is how Enas describes. (Dr Enas K.
Enas, Director, CADI). WHO ptedkXs that India will have 100 million about
60 per cent of the world's heart patientrs, by 2010 (lndia Today, June 11,
20ol ).

In our country 54 percent of our population is enjoying the prime of
youth. But a black spot in this sunny picture is the increasing rate of heart
diseases among the youth. Today, th€ average age in which a person may
sufier a heart attack has come don n from 40 years to 30 years. Obviously,
this is mainly due to the changing lffestyles. In fact the rate of coronary
heart disease in the Indian community - particularly in )roung men - is
almost double when compared to westem counterparts. "Modem lifestyle
has proven to be the stimulus for the growth of heart diseases among the
youth" sa]ls DrAshok Seth , Chief Invasive and lnterventional Cardiology,
Escorts Heart lnstilule. 'lmprcoer f@d habits. lack of phvsical activitv
and this couoled with hioh levdl of stress and increase in smokino and
alcohol consumptbn are all classic risk factors which can put one hioh on
the rbk zone of corcnav head diseases. Sadlv all these have become a
pan of the lndian vouth's lifedvle.'(hth://health.indiatimes.com).
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Incidence of heart diseases to increase by 2030

The productive life year loss due to deaths in the 35-64 age group in
India was 9.2 million in 2000. This is likely to increase into 17.9 million by
2030, much ahead of China, Russia and USA, said the study carried out
by the Earth Institute of Columbia University, USA. The study was instituted
at the behest of renowned economist Dr. Jeffry Sachs who had headed the
World Health Organisation (WHO) Commission on Macroeconomics and
Health. Dr Sachs who was here last week expressed his concern over the
possible loss of economic productivity. He cautioned that about 35 Der
cent of all cardiovascular deaths in lndia would occur in the ade orouD of
35-U vears durina 2000-2030. According to Dr K Srinath Reddy from the
All India lnstitute of Medical Sciences 'A national programme on the
prevention of heart diseases with adequate policy support is essential to
stem the menace, otherwise, our economic productivity is likely to go
down,". (Deccan Herafd, Monday, June 21, 2OO4, lncidence of head
diseases fo increas e by 2030, FROM IGLYAN RAY DH NEWS SERVICE,
NEW DELHI).

India predlc'ts diabetes explosion
Experts say that th€ uorld's largest diabetes epidemic is threatening

India, which is ill equipped to cope. Health data shows that, the amount of
type ll, or adult-onset diabetes in Indian cities is high, and rising. India has
a population of more than a billion, and its citizens appear prone to
developing diabetes in later life, and are certainly more vulnerable to its
complications such as high blood pressure leading to coronary heart
disease. Pa,l of the bla,rE falb on the adoption of a more Western lifestvb.
involvino faftv food and too little exercise. Dr Vikram Seshaiah, Medical
Director of the Diabetes Unit,Apollo Hospitals, Chennai, while addressing
the annual conference of the Association of Physicians of India told: 'By
2005, we will have 30 to 35 million diabetics patients and everyfifth diabetic
in the world will be an Indian". Epidemiological data shows that now only
the prevalence of type ll diabetes is very high in the urban population, but
it is also increasing. Another problem confronting the Indian health aulhorities
is the relatively young age at which diabetes is being diagnosed in many
patients. (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health- India predicts diabetes
explosion). lt shows the declining level of exercise has the potential to
increase the burden of chronic diseases in our population, directly as an
independent risk factor and indirectly through increased obesity. Lifestyle
choices have never been more important in determining the outcome of a
national problem.
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The need for development of Health Related Physical Fitness

One of the most important goals of the Physical Education
programme in schools and colleges is to develop physical titness and to
promote lifelong physical activity behaviours. To attain this goalthe children
must be introduced to the principles of regular physical exercise and
recreational activities at an early age. Schools at all levels must develop
and encourage positive afrifudes bwards physical exercise, providing ample
opportunities to learn physical skills and perform physical activities,
especially those that can be enjoyed for their lifetime.

The school curdculum should nol overemphasize sportsand other
activities that selectively eliminate children who are less skilled. Besides,
the benefits of exercise, the development and maintenance of a healthy
lifestyle and a positive attitude towards exercise conditioning throughout
life should be promoted in schools. UnfortJnately we do not have a sfuctrred
physical education programme. Majority of the school studentrs are not
exposed to any type of the physical education programme. Always, school
authorities making the selection and imparting training only to those gifted
students. We cannot blame completely the school authorities for such
type of attitude because of paucity of manpo/ver and infrasfucture facilities.
Lack of proper motivational techniques, failure to make awareness among
the parents may also contribute to such phenomena.

Components of Health Related Physical Fitness

One of the major benefits of physical activity is that it helps people
to improve their physical fitness. Fitness is a state of well-being that allows
people to perform daily activities with vigour, thereby reducing health
hazards. Fave basic components offitness are important for good health:
cardio resplratory enduranca, muscular strength, muscular
endurance, flexibility, and body composition (percentage of body
fat). The essential characteristic of health-related physical fitness is that
exercise has a positive influence on lhese componenb, and lhat an adequate
level of development in the above said components is necessary for positive
health.
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Table l: Compononts of fitness
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Physical Fitness Status of School Children in Kerala

The phvsical fitness status of school children in Kerala was not
known till 1995. The sample suNev conducted in Tichur distict shows
that the phvsical fttness standards of the school children is verv low and
do sionificantlv differ with their aae and sex when comoared to American
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NODY f{)MPOTITION
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Alliance Health Phvsical Education Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD)
Health Related Phvsical Fitness Test (HRPFn sbndards. Moreover. the
abdominal strenath/ endurance of hioh school oirl student's show a
decrcasino trcnd when comoared with lower classes (Manoi & Marni. 199d.
Poor performance on the tests sit and reach and sit-up indicates the
possibility to develop lower back or other musculoskeletal problems in an
individual due to inadequate flexibility and /or poor abdominal strength,
(Ross& Pate, 1987) Sit-Up and Sit and Reach tests are clear indicators of
abdominal strength and endurance. The abdominal muscles anteriody have
a very significant inffuence on the spine; hence good contracling of abdominal
muscles gives added strength to the spine and helps to maintain posture.
Lax abdominal muscles and potbelly not only create bad posture but also
lay foundation for backache. Epidemiological studies in Kerala women sho|s
that 60-70% of women aged more than 35 years have some problems
related with a bad back.

The physical fitness status of school children in Kerala was not
known till 1995. The sample survey conducted in Trichur district shows
that the physical fitness standards of the school children is very low and
do significantly differwith their age and sex when compared toAmerican
Alliance Health Physical Education Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD)

H}AITH.
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Health Related Physical Fitness Test (HRPFT) standards. Moreover, the
abdominal strength/ endurance of high school girl student's show a
decreasing trend when compared with lower classes. Poor performance
on the tests sit and reach and sit-up indicates the possibility to develop
lower back or other musculoskeletal problems in an individual due to
inadequate flexibility and /or poor abdominal strength, Sif Up and Sit and
Reach tests are clear indicators of abdominal strength and endurance.
The abdominal muscles anteriorly have a very significant influence on the
spine; hence good contracting of abdominalmuscles gives added strength
to the spine and helps to maintain posture. Lax abdominal muscles and
potbelly not only create bad posture but also layfoundation for backache.
Epidemiological studies in Kerala women shows that 60-70% of women
aged more than 35 years have some oroblems related with a bad back.

Sinca the concern for positive health extends to all ages, it is
,ecommended that alt Wrsons b tested periodically on health relabd
fitness componen's. Pefiodic testing pteces emphasis on the
importance of an active lifestyle to maintain low amount of fat, high
levels of cardio-respiratory function, achieve sufficient muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility in the lower trunk and
postefior thigh areas for a healthy lot backfunction (AAHPERD,1980).

I. OBJEGTIVES OF THE PROJECT

The proportion of children and adorescents between I to 17
years of age, who are regularly participating in appropriate physical
activities, particularly cardio-respiratory fitness prog/rammes, which
can be carried into adulthood, shoutd be greater than 90/o (Currently
tess than 30n.

The proportion of childrcn and adolescence of I to 17 years of
age, pafticipating in daily physical education prog//ammes should be
grater than 6o0/o. (Currently less than 5o/o)

The methodolqy for scientifically and systematically assessrt g
the health relatd physical fitness of children and adolescence should
be established and 100% of children and adolescence between the
age group of 9 to 19 years, participating in such testing programme
for assessing hea fth related physical frtness.
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S u bor d i n ate o bj ecti v e s :

1. Develop a scientific and systematic methodology to assess the
health related physical fitness of school children.

2. Periodic revision of norms for assessing / comparing the performance

with others within or outside the country.

3. Develop a motivational award system to gain peer and official
recognitiot r.

4. Customized computer software to provide the visual of fitness status.

5. Remedial programme for thoEe who are performing below the
recommended level.

6. Develop resources to help the students to gain knowledge, skills,
appreciation and confidence to lead physically active and healthy
lives.

7. Develop teachers guide and visual aids for instructors for provide
guidance to students.

8. Develop practically feasible guidelines for establishing the fitness
clubs in schools and colleges to guide motivate and monitor students'
attitudes towards physical activity and help them to achieve the
desirable standards on health related physical fitness.

9. Tofind outthe physical activity habits ofchildren and youth atschool,
home and in the community.

10. To monitor a broad range of priority health-risk behaviours among
school and university students: behaviours that contribute to
intentional injury, tobacco and alcohol use, unhealthy dietary
behaviours, and physical inactivity.

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT:
1. Precise and reliable measures of physicalfitness are ofgreatvalue

to individuals, to educators and to policy-makers, who need them
as an essential basis for working out any programme or chalking
out any policy aimed at improving the individual or general levels of
fitness.

2. Teaching of, and learning about, physical fitness can make an
important contribution to each person's own self-knowledge and
motivation to keep fit, and to the educative process generally;
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3. Testing of physical fitness of children under controlled conditions,
will provide important data to be used for the working out of State
policies connected with children, health, nutrition, physical education
and sports.

4. TPFP uses a simple and practical set of tests of health retated
physical fitness, suitablo for widespread use among school-aged
children, which is designed, inter alia, to realise the objectiveslet
above, by providing knowledge of the condition of physical fitness
among school-aged children ofvarious age groups in the Shte.

5. Help to take appropriate steps in the light ofthe knowledge obtained
from study in order to:

a) Maintain or improve the basic standard of physical fitness
amongst childfen, paying particular attention to those children
or groups of children who are shown to have a low average
level of physical fitness:

b) Obtain data, which can be used for better co-ordination of
policies conceming physical education, sport, health and
health education:

c) Alert others besides physical education teachers, including
the chlldren themselves, parents, schools, sports clubs, etc.,
about their several and mutual responsibilities in maintaining
a reasonable standard of physical fitness among those
committed to their charge;

6. The comparison of results with the other countries reference scates
oermits:

i. a general overview of physical fitness amongst youth;

ii. a pin-pointing of individuals or groups with health-related
fitness deficiencies.

III. RELEVANCE TO THE PRESENT DAY PROBLEMS AND NEEDS
OF THE SOCIETYAND THE COUNTRY

Two ma,or contributors to chronic disease - sedontary lifestyle and
excess weight - are becoming more prevalent day-by-day. positive health
habits formed in childhood fiequently carry over to adulthood and may help
to reduce illness from chronic disease and death. State has much interest
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in developing policies that save the lives of our children from preventable

chronic disease. The cost of harbouring India's 50 million heart patients is

phenomenal - which is equivalent to $150 billion (Rs 6,90,000 crore). The

cost of treating coronary heart disease (CHD) and other cardiovascular
disease in adults comprises a significant portion of state health care outlay.

The worst asoect of the disease, apart from the human cost, is that it

strikes young people and affecb theireamings. (Dr.Upendra Kaul, President'

Cardiology Society of India) The government and agencies like the World

Health organisation (WHO) are also awakening to the problem. "lndia bears

the double burden of eDidemics of communicable and non-communicable

diseases" says Dr. Bob Kim-Farley, WHO's India representative. "On one

hand, you have problems like tuberculosis, on the other, cancer and heart

diseases." (lndia Today, June 11 , 2001)

Priority health-risk behaviours that contribute to the leading causes

of mortality, morbidity, and social problems among youth and adults are

often established in youth, extended into adulthood' and interrelated.
Colleges and universities are important settings for delivering health
promotion education and services to many young adults.

IV. LIKELY CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEOGE

a. The results will provide a scientific basis to compare a student's
performance with normative community standards; to determine the

deficiencies in Health Related Physical Fitness.

b. The resultswillgive an insight in to the risk behaviour ofschooland
university students in the nation.

c. The results will provide precise and reliable data on Health Related
Physical Fitness of schoolchildren and university students in Kerala,

thereby helping the policy makers to formulate a suitable programme

for improving theirgeneral levels offitness.

d. The study will develop normative reference scales, which will help

determine student's individual position in relation to community
stiandards.

e. The reference scales will help to diagnose strength and weakness
ofthe students, so that individual remedial work can be prescribed.

f. The reference scales can be used to place the students in classes
orgroups according to their physicalability in homogeneous groups,

to facilitate quality instruction/ training.
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g. Information gathered about different health-risk behaviour pattems
viz; intentional injury tobacco and alcohol use, unhealthy dietary
habits behaviours and physical inectivity can be used nationwide by
health and education officials to improve national, state, and local
policies and programs designed to reduce risks associated with the
leading causes of mortality and morbidity.

h. Results of the study will lead to designing physical education
curriculam for all students in the schools/university that are a)
enjoyable, b) build self-eflicacy related to exercise performance, c)
include significant amounts of physical activity and d) involve a
cognitive component that address lifelong fitness activities and
habits. Moreover, developing University reference scales, with
reasonable and scientifically based standard set for determining
minimum fitness levels that motivate students and will slrive to attain.

V. REVIEWOFWORKALREADYDONE

Few studies were conducted at national or state level in India
regarding the physical fitness and physical adivity habits of children and
youth. Diredordeof Sporb and Yo uth Affairs, Govemment of Kerala, made
a pioneering effort in this direction. A study, limited to Trichur district was
conducted along with the implementation of the Chief Ministets Fitness
Award: Kerala State Physical Fitness Testing programme.

The original AAHPERD (American Alliance for Health Physical
Education Recreation and Dance) Youth Fitness test was published in
1958 and revised '1975 and 1976. The test was developed in response to a

study that reported, European children scored higheron the Kraus-Webber
tesb of minimum muscularfitnessthan didAmerican cflildren scored (Kraus

& Hirschlard, 1954). In 1976, a national normative survey in US was

completed end norms for the Youth Fitness Test (YFT) were revised
(AAHPERD, 1976)

Youth fitness is on the decline, These data come from the results of
the NationalChildren and Youth Fitness Study (NCYFS) limited to 10to 18

year olds of Americans, which was carried out to gather baseline data

related to national objectives in physical fitness and exercise, The study
compared the data collected in 1985 with previously collected data. With

few exemptions forselected age groups, the children that comprised the

1985 sample were less aerobically fit and fatter than the earliersamples.

@
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(Ross & Gilbert, 1985) Asimilarstudy (Monow et al. 1984) with over 6,000
Texas school children produced similar results.

National Children and Youth Fitness Sudy (NCYFS ll) has provided
information never before available about physical fitness, physical aclivity
patterns, and factors related to the physical fitness of children 5-9 of age
(Ross & Pate, 1987). This information suggests that cunent programmes
may be inadequate to promote lifetime physical fitness. Study findings
challenge policy makers, researchers, teacheF and members ofthe general
community to make informed decisions about actions needed and to
enhance the future fitness and physical activity habits of our children.

VI. KERALA STATE PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST BATTERY

Afier reviewing the various test batteries of similar nature in other
counlries, theAsia Youth Physical FitnessTesl, proposed byAsia Regional
Board of Intemational Councilfor Health, Physical Education, Recreation,
Sports and Dance (ICHPERD.SD) was selected. The criteria utilized for
selecting the test were:

1 . Tests are reasonably familiar
2. Requires liftle or no equipment.
3. Can be administeredto both sexes.
4. Will measures different components of health related physical

fitness
5. Will allow self-testing by students.

KEMLASTATE PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST BATTERY

Test ltem Fitness Dimension Measurcs
r9!!-Ups (60 sec) Abdominal strenoth / endurance
Sit & Reach (cms) Flexibility and low-back musculo-

skeletal function
Modified Pull-Up
(completed numbers) Upper body slrength and endurance
1 Mile run (min: sec) Cardio-respiratory endurance
Height (meters) and
Weight (ks) Boqy Mass Index (Body Composition)
Health Check-up Examination of posture and nutritional

status (By Medical Officer)
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Norms forthe selecled test items forthe age groups 9-17 for boys
and girlswere prepared in the year 1999 as part of 'Chief Ministers' Fitness
Awards. BMI was calculeted as per WHO noms.

VII. HEALTH RELATED PHYSICL FITNESS TEST ITEMS

Oetailed pocedures for proper administration of each te$ ilems are
detailed below. Blue prints of the score cads to be used at the time of
student evaluation during the initial phase at schools are fumished in
AppendicesA and B.

ONE MILE RUN I16{XI METRESI

Punose: The purpose of theonemile run isto measure maximalfur|dional
capacity and endurance ofthe cardio-respiratory system.

Test Descrlption : Students are instructed to run one mile in the fastest
possible pace. The students begin on signal, "ready, start'. As they cross
the finish line, elapsed time should be announced to the participants.
Walking is permitted, brrt the objective is to cover the distance in the
shortest possible time.

Equipment and Facllities : One mile run can be administered on a 400
metre or200 metretrackoron any otherflat, measured area. Examples of
apprcpriately measured areas are the 1 00 metre slraightaway, other oubide
fields, or an indoor court area (See figure 1).

AREAS SUITABLE FOR DISTANCE RUN

32 Laps

10.20 Mts.

6.3 Mts E L+s

68 Mts.

32 Mts.

4 Les

400 Mts.

tr
8 L+s 

I

Figur€ 1 : Schemltic dr.wing of lr€as which cln bo u.ed for dbt.nce
run teslr.



Scoring : The one-mile run is scored to the nearest of a second and the
performance should be recorded on the individual score card (AppendkA).

Administrative Suggestions : In orderto obtain valid and reliable results,
students musl be adequately prepared forthe test. First, assurance should
be obtained so that no children with known medical problems, which would
contraindicate vigorous exercise, are allowed to take part in the test.
Secondly, students should be allowed to practice distance running with
emphasis placed on the concept of pace. Most uninstrucled children will
run too fast early in the test and then be forced to walk during the later
stages. Results are usually better if the child can maintain a conslance
pace during most of the run, walking for short periods of time only if
necessary and perhaps using a strong closing effort. Thirdly, students
should be properly motivated. Does the participant provide only as good as
effort lhis test, like any other Physical Education tests. The purposeofthe
lest should be fully explained to the students.

SIT-UPS IN 60 SECONDS (KNEES FLEXED)

Purpose : The purposeofthe sit-up isto evaluate the abdominal muscular
strength and endurance.

Startlng Posftlon of the Sia-up fest (Ft.xed l(n.es)

@
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Exacuted Posltlon ol the Sn-up T€A,t (Fhxed ltnees,

Test Description : To assure the starting position, the students lies on
his/her backwith knees flexed, feet on floorwith the hards on the opposite
shoulders. The feet areheld by partneF to keep them in touch with the
testing surface. The student, by tightening his/her abdominal muscles,
curls to the sitting position. Arm cor acl with the chesi mus be maintained.
The chin should remain tucked on the chest. The sit-ups are completed
when the elbows touch the thighs. To complete the sit-up the student
retums to the down position until the midback makes contact with the
teting surface Cigures 2a and 2b). When the timer gives the signal.ready
go', the sit-up performance should be slarted and the performance should
be stopped on the command "stop". The numberof conecily executed sit-
ups performed in 60 seconds shall be the score.

Equipment and Facilities : Mats or other comfortable surfaces are
recommended. Srtop watch or s/veep second hand from an electronicwrist
watch may be used for timing.

Scoring : Record thenumber of correcfly executed sit-ups that are
completed in sixty seconds.

Administrative Suggestions : ll is important that the heels are placed at
a proper distance (12 to 18 inches) from lhe buttocks. Teachers may want
to use a measuring stick to ensure that the properdistance is maintained.
Partners can be used to counl and record each other,s score, but the
supervising tes{ermust carefully observe to ensurethatthe sit-ups arebeing
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done correctly. Be certain that the student feet are in conlact with the
testing surface. This can be ensured by having the partner hold the feet or
anKtes.

SITAND REACH TEST {SITTING POSITIONI

Purpose : The purpose ofthe sit and reach is to evaluate the flexibility
(extensibility) ofthe low back and posteriorthighs.

Stadlng Posltion of the Slt and Re€ch fest

Executed Posltion of the slt and Reach fe.st
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Test Description : To assume the s{arting position, the students should
be asked to remove their shoes and sit down at the test apparatus with
their knees fully extended and the feet, shoulder width apart. The feet
should be flat against the end board. The arms are extended forward with
the hands placed on top of each other to perform the test. The pupil Eaches
directly foMard, palms down, along the measuring scale fourtimes and
holds the position of maximum reach on the fourth trial. The position of
maximum reach must be held for one second. The test apparatus and
testing position are shown in figure 3a and 3b.

Equipment : The test apparatus consists of a specially constructed box
with a measuring scale where 23 cm is at the level of the feet. Detailed
drawings and instruc{ion regarding conslruc{ion ofthe box are provided in
Appendix C.

Scoring : The score is the farthest distance point reached on the fourth
trial measured lo the nearest centimeter. The test administrator should
remain close to the scale and note the farthesl dislant point touched by
the fingertips of both hands. lfthe fingertips reach unevenly, the test should
be re-administered. The tester should place one hand on the subiect,s
knees to ensure that they remain extended.

Administrative Suggestions : properwarm-up is very important forthis
test. The warm-up should include slow sustained static s,lretchino of the
low back and poslerior thighs. The test trial is repeated if :

(1) The hands reach out unevenly or (2) The knees are flexed during the
trial. At the time of doing the test a partner placing hivher hands ligh y
acoss Knees can prevent the flexing of knees. Besides, inoderto prevent
the test apparatus from sliding away from the student during the test, it
should be placed against a wall or a similar immovable proje&.

MODIFIED PULL{JPS

Purpose : The purposeof the Modified pull-ups test is to test the should
strengthal endurance.

Test Description : The horizontal bar should be positioned at a particular
height, which is jusl reachable to a student, who lies on his/her bacK on a
flat surface. Then the sluden should be asked to clasp the horizontal bar
with overgrasp. When the student is ready, the test leader should give the
signal 'Go'. On hearing the signal 'go", the subject should start lo raFe
the body by flexing the arm untit the chin is pulled up to the tevel of the

@
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horizontal bar. Then the student should lower backto the starting position

with shoulders touching the ground, this procedure should be repeated as
many times as possible. The test will stop when the student pauses for
two or more seconds. The testers should ensure that the subject keeps
the knees straight during the test. Execution ofthe test is shown in Figure
4a and 4b.

Adjusting the hetghl of the Cross Bar for modtlled Putl-uP fest

Starllng posltion of the modified Pu 'up Test
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Equipment : The test appartatus consists of a specially constructed
horizontal barthat can be positioned at a height that allows the student to
clasps the barwith overoraspwhen lying on theback on a flat surface. The
detailed drawings regarding the construciion ofthe equipments is snown
in Appendix D.

Scoring : The student's scoreis the number of correc{y executed pulls-
ups.

Administrative Suggestions : The ore goups sficuld make improvisation
of equipment for the sage and proper conducl of the test. Mats can be
used more comfortable execution ofthe test.

VIII REMEDIALPROGRAMME

Allthe students not qualifled forthe minimum fitness grade need to
undergo a remedial programme. The programme will suggesl individualised
exercise prescription for each student considering the deficient in criterion
fitness measures in consultation withthe Medical Oflicer. A hand book for
inculcate physical activity as a lifetime behaviour will be prepared with
details ofsuitable type of activities and necessary directions for motivating
the students to attain minimum fitness award next time. The concerned
physical educdion teadrers will be provided sufficient training and mderials
for assisting the students.

Executed posltlon of the modified Pull-up Test
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IX. FOLLOW-UP PROGRAMME. TALENT IDENTIFICATION
AND DEVELOPMENT

A follo$/-up programme fortalent identification and development also
an indispensable parl of this mega event. Necessary direcdions and
feedbackwill be given to the physical education teachers ofthe concemed
schools to impart training and special care to sludent recipients of higher
grades. The physical education teachers can able to help them to find out
suitable sports discipline. Aspecial camp forthose grade recipients will be
conducted in each Panchayath / Municipality / Corporation level with help
of Kerala Slate Sports Council during summer vacation. Another camp
underlhe direct suDervision of KSSCwill conduc{ed for recipients of Grade
A. Adivity Guide: Secondary Level and Teachers Guide: Physical Education
forLifelong Fitness alsowill be prepared as part of the programme to prcvide

the resources forteachers.

X. PLAN AND MANAGEMENT DETAILS THE TESTING
PROGRAMME

The slate physical fitness tesling pwramme is danning to implement
through the thre+tier syslem of localself govemment with help of education,
health and sports departments. The programme aim to assess the health
related physicalfitness of 10006 schoolgoing children which includes state
schools, CBSE, ICSE, KV and Navodaya Vidyalayas. The Chaiman's of
the local level administralive committees should initiate the action to bring
the other streams to under go the programme by brings them into the
consensus. The different level committees as mentioned below were
suggested to implement the programme.

TPFP - State Technical Council
nistrict T.chnical Councils al4 nosl

Panchayath Committees
(eee)

Municipalities
(55)

corporations
(5)

school Level Core
Core Groups

School level
Core Groups

School Level
Core Groups

@
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF PANCHAYATH TECHNICAL COUNCIL

The important responsibility of the committee is to take the necessary
arrangements for conducting ofthe testing programme and ensuring the
reliability. The committee should actively involve in constitution of the core
groups in school level, development of equipment, corduct of testing
programme, compile and reporting of the results using the soft,vare, make
anangement for printing of health & fitness card, minimum f ness awads
and follo ,-upand remedial programme.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CORPORATION/ MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL
COUNCIL

The important responsibility of ttle committee is to take the necessary
anangements for conducting of the testing programme, ensuring the
reliability. The committee should adively involve in constitution of the core
gmups in school level, development of equipment, conduct of testing
prcgramme, @mpile and reporting of the result€ using the software, meke
anangement for pdntirE of health & fitness cad, minimum fitrEss awads
ard follo\i\Fup re-remedial programme.

XI. TRAINlNG PROGRAMME FOR DISTRICT CO.
ORDINATORS AND SCHOOL LEVEL CORE GROUPS

A five member group of district co-odinators lead by Chief Co-
ordinator will be identified and trained in each district; they will impart
training to the school level core group teachers in each block level/
municipality/ comoration in convenient phased manner. An educdional video
also produced to pmvide technical assistance to the core group members
and itwill acl as the ready reference at any point of the testing programme.
The trainirE programme for group of district co-ordinators will be oorducted
as two day programme with hands-on training in testirE programme,
recoding the results, extracting the reports and reporting the results. The
training for school level core group teachers will be conducted in block
Panchayath level, municipality ard corporation level as a single day
\n/orkshop by the districi co-ordinators. The awareness about the corect
testing protocol is very much essentialfor them to prepare the studerts for
testing. Thetraining prcgramme should include: familiarisation with study
protocol and development of technical skills, mechanisnl for medical
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exclusions, description of the nature of the test items and proper dress
code, supervised application ofskill acquired, general review, procedure
for recording and reporting the result, discussion of doubts and common
Droblems.

XII. GRADESYSTEM

A Grade syslem is developed to give recognition to boys and girls,
who have demonstrated by performance that they have attained certain
levels of Health Related Physical Fitness. The standards forthe fourGrade
levels arc based on the norms develoDed in accodance with the standard
ofthe students in Kerala $ate. The grades will be in the form of badges to
be worn on shirls and certificates.

GRADE.D

Certiticates of merit will be given to those children who attain the
standards of soth percentile in their respeclive age and sex on the entire
four test items separately.

GRADE-C

Total Physical Fitness Grading will be given to those children who
attain the standards of 75th percentile in their respective age and sex on
all the four test items separately and the BMI should be below 24, during
the second stage of the testing programme, being organized under the
direcl supervision of the Srtate Testing Authority on block panchayath,
municipality and corporation basis. The grade include a certilicate of merit
and a badge to be worn on shirts.

GRADE -B

This is being given to those children, who attain the 85th percentile
in all the four test items separately and BMI should be below 24, at the
second stage ofthe testing programme being organized underthe direcl
supervision ofthe state tesling Authority on block panchayath, municipality
and corporation basis. The grade include a certificate of merit and a badge
to be wom on shirts.
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GRADE-A

This is the highest grade given to a child and denotes an exoeptional
level of achievement on all four-tesl items of the health related physical
fitness test battery separately and BMI should be below 24, besides a
distinction in othertype of physicalactivities. To be eligible forthis grade,
a child must aftain the standards of 90th percentile on all the four test
items separately dudng the second slage ofthe lesting prcgramme, sinoe
there will be many contenders for this award in a particular age group ofa
sex, in addition to the contendefs performance in the fourtest items, hisi/
her proven record in other sports items and recreational activities involving
physical activities will also be taken into consideration forthe grade. This
grade include a badge to be wom on shins, certificate of merit and a cash
award of Rs.500/- each. (A third staqe ofthe testinq Drooramme. beino
oroanized underthe direct supervision ofthe $ate Teslino Authoritv on in
Revenue Dislrid level)

FITTESTSCHOOLAU'ARD

A cash awad of RS.1O,O0O and a memento will be givenro one
school each in boys and girls seclion separately inespective ofthe age
groups in each district. The schools with the highesl percentage of sludents
who scole more than the 75th percentile in all the four test items separately
during the second slage ofthe testing programme, in accordance to the
total enrolled slrength of that particular school (For this purpose the roll
strength of a pupil on the 6th working day of a schoolwill be considered)
will be taken into consideration forewarding the Fittest SchoolAward.

FITTEST PANCHAYATH / MUNICIPALITY/ CORPORATION AWARD

A cash awad of Rs.10,000/- and a memento will be given to one
Panchayath in each distaicl, one municipality and one corporation at siate
level by calculating the total points scored by boys and girls in their locality
in relation with total number of students participated.
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TABLE OF STANDARDS BOYS

TABLEI GMDE.D

GRADE.CTABLEII

Ag€ in years

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

One Mile run (min: sec) 9:12 9:03 8:35 8:04 7:51 7:30 7:21 7:31

Modfied Rll Ws (n06. cdnpletsq 12 11 13 14 15 't5 16 16

Sit and Reah (crns) 25 25 26 26 29 30 ?l

Siit esims. oorg€t6d) 28 30 n n JO 38 37

Age in years

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11

One Mile rur (min: sec) 8:13 8:06 8:00 7:10 7:12 7:18 7:08 7:20

i,Mfi€d Rll r+s (nc. comdeteq 14 15 15 18 18 18 19 20

Sil and Reach (cms) 30 28 28 30 31 32 34 35

Sit nps (ms. comddod) u Jb 38 40 41 42 43 43



TABLElII

TABLEIV
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GRADEA

GRADE.A

Ag€ in years

10 11 12 t? 14 tE 16 17

OneMile run (min: sec) 8:'10 7i25 71q 6:49 6:tl9 6:50 A.?O 6:tO

Modfied Ril rps (nc. cqn$t€d 16 18 19 22 24 24

Sit and Re*h (cms) 32 31 31 JI 35 35 38

$tps (ms. condebd) JI JO 41 42 '43 44 45 45

Ag€ in ysam

10 12 13 14 IF 16 17

On€ Mil€ nn (min: sec) 7:30 7:12 7:00 6:13 5:10 6:00 6:00 6:08

Modfied ful pe (nos. corPeted 18 m 23 z0 25 28

Sit ard Reeh (cms) 34 ?? 34 37 39 40

Sit 
'fs 

(ms. cordsl€d) & 41 M 46 47 /A 49 50

@
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TABLE OF STANDARDS GIRLS

TABLE V GRADE-D

Age in years

10 11 12 IJ 14 15 16 17

One Mile run (min: sec) 11.14 1'1:00 10:48 10:30 10:42 10:15 10.21 10.'21

Modified Pull ups (nos. completed 6 7 8 9 I I 8 o

Sit and Reach (cms) 26 27 28 29 30 30 32 30

Sit ups (nos. conpetal) 20 22 23 23 23 23

TABLEVI GR,ADE.C

Age in years

10 aa 13 14 15 16 17

One Mile run (min: sec) 10:09 9:56 9:52 8:54 8:34 9:00 9:06 9:00

Modfied Pull r-ps (nos. completedl 11 't'l 12 13 14 14 15

Sit and Reach (cms) 28 29 30 30 30 34 35

Sit ups (nos. comleteo 28 28 24 26 26 26 27 27
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TABLEVII

TABLEVIII

GMDE.B

GRADE.A

Age in years

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

One Mile nn (min: sec) o.qn 9:52 8:34 8:32 8:11 8:26 8:24 8:25

l odfed tull rps (nc. mr$ete{ l? 16 16 18 18 ta 18 to

Sit and Reach (cms) 30 31 n ?? 30 50 36 JU

Sit rp6 (ms. coflU€bd) 31 31 32 28 28 28 29 29

Age in y€are

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

One Mile run (min: sac) 9:90 8:32 8:04 8i27 8:00 8i23 8:14 8:13

Modfiod Rll rps (nos. cdndeted) 16 19 19 23 23 24 21

Sit and Reeh (cms) n ?? u 39 38 40

Sit up6 (rps. cordd6d) 37 37 40 J' 37 38 38 JO
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CHAPTER.II

BASIC TXERCISE SCIENCE

Physiology of Fitness
Functional Anatomy and Biomechanics

The purpose ofthis chapter is to provide the scientific information
on which we have based mosl of ourfitness recommendations. The chaDter
is divided into our two major sections: physiology of fitness and anatomy
and biomechanics. In the firsl sedion, we will discuss the energy for muscle
contraclion, how the cardiorespiratory system responds to exercise, and
how men and women differ in their responses to the same exercise. In the
second section, we will present information on anatomy as it relates to
physical activity. Though some people may find this information
oveMhelming, we hope that we can tie some things together.

Physiology Related to fitness Relationship of Energy to work
The body needs energy to do work, any kind ofwork. There are

differenl kinds ofenergy in the body.

' HecAicalenergy ls involved in thetransmission of impulses in neNes
and muscles.

. Chemical energy is stored during the synthesis of large molecules
from smaller molecules, for example, proteins from amino acids.

. Mechanbalenergy is the result of a muscle causing a bone to move.

. Thermal (heat) energy is derived from allthese processes to keep
the body warm.

Where do we obtain the energy for all these processes? The sun ts
the ultimate source pf this energy; plants capture the sun,s energy and
use illo convert carbon, orygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen into carbohydrates,
fats, and proteins. lt is this food energy that provides all the energy the
body uses to breathe, think, and run. Energy is contained in the chemical
bonds of carbohydrates, fats, and prolein, but for that energy used to be
used by the nerves, muscles, and other cells, it must first be converted
into adenosine triphosphate (ATP), because that isthe only form of energy
that cells use. lt is important to remember that ATp must be delivered to a
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cdl as fast as it is used for the cell slows down or dies. ATP must be

delivered to muscles at extremely high rates wllen a person runs a short

distance and for hours on end as in a 2&mi, 385-yd marathon. To simplify

our discussion of how this is done, we have divided the energy supply to

the muscle into three categories based on how fast and how long it can

continueto delivered ATP to the muscles.

lmmediate sources of Enorgy

Our muscles have a very small store of ATP that would lasl about 'l

s during intensive excessive. In addition, we have another high energy

comoound called creatine phosphate (CP) that can replace ATP elmost

instantaneously. However, CP lasts only about 3 to 5 s during intensive

activity. As you can see, these immediate sources provide quick energy

when we need it but do not last long Oxygen is not required for this, so

we classify these anaerobic (without oxygen) sources of energy.

Short-Term Sources of ATP

As our immediate sources of ATP are running out, we can obtain

additionalATP at a rapid rate through the breakdown of muscle glycogen

(the glucose store in muscle). This process is also anaercbic and can

supplyATP for strenuous aclivities lasting less than 2 min. The by-prcduct

ofihe anaerobic breakdown of glucose is lactic acid, which may interfere

with this energy pmducing processes well as with the actual means by

which a muscle contracts. Though this obviously presents problems' this

anaerobic source ofATP allows us to run at a high rate ofspeed when we

must. A global in fitness programs is to minimize the use of this process

because it contributes to fatigue

Long-Term Sources of Energy

Most of the ATP used by the body is derived from using fats and

carbohydrates in the presence of oxygen. This is sometimes refened to as

aerobic (with oxygen) energy production, in contrast to anaerobic energy

Droduction. On the one hand, this aerobic process does not produce ATP

at as fast as the anaerobic process, taking as long as 3 min orso to meet

theATP demand ofthe muscle. On the other hand, the aerobic processes

can supplyATP on a 'pay-as-you-go" basis' allowing activity to continue

for long periods of time. The ox),gen needed for this pmcess is delivercd by

the blood that is pumped to the muscles by the heart. This is the crucial

link between the type of energy production at the muscle and the

@
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cardiovascular training effeci that occurs in fltness programs. Thus, the
emphasis in filness programs should be pm aerobic energy-producing
processes in the muscle, which, in tum, stimulate the heart to deliver the
necessary blood. But which of these anaerobic or aerobic energy-pmducing
processes is most important in physical aclivity?

The answer depends on the type of physical activity. In maximal
activities lasting less than a minute the anaerobic (immediate and shorl-
term) sources ofATP supply most ofthe energy. In all-out activities lasting
10 min, the contribution ofATP from anaerobic energy processes accounts
for only 1 5olo ofthe total.

Part of the reason for this variation in the use of aerobicand anaerobic
energy production processes is found in the type of muscle fiber used in
the activity. ln very intensive, high-speed adivities we use fast twitch muscle
fibers, which pt oduceATP primarily through anaerobic processes, resulting
in the production of lactic acid. Slow twitch muscle fibe|s produce only
small amounts of lension but are exremely resistantto fatigue due to the
fact thal most oftheir energy comes from aerobic processes. These stow
twilch muscle fibers have more capillaries to carry orygen to the musde
and more mitochondria to ptDduce ATp with ox)Oen. Vvtth endurance training
both fast and slow twitch muscle fibers improve their capacity to produce
energy by aerobic meansdueto an increase in capillaries and mitochondria.
This results in less lactic acid production and accumulation and therefore
a greater resistance to fatigue.

Metabolic, Cardiovascular, and Respiratory Responses to Exercise
Fitness activities are used to provide an adequate stimulus to the

cardio respiratory system to improve or maintain funciion and to exDend
calories. This section pfesents basic information on how eneey produclion
and the cadio respiratory system respond to both sub maximal exercrse
and a graded exercise test taken to the subjecl,s limits.

Sub maximal "Steady-State" Exercise
The oxygen used forATP produclion comes from the blood that is

delivered lo the muscles by the cardiovascular system. The respiratory
system (lungs and respiratory muscles) moves the oxygen from the
atmosphere to the blood. lt isthe coordinated activily of these two syslems
that results in the corect amount of oxygen reaching the muscles allowing
usto conlinuo ourworkoul over a period of 30 t 40 min. As orygen delivery
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to the muscles cannot increase instantaneously in the first seconds of
exercise, howdo we meetthe energy requirement during this time?

Let's consider, forexample, an individualslanding at rest alongside
a treadmill with its belt running at 6 mph. On command, the person jumps
onto the belt. The display shows the oxygen uptake overthe course ofthe
s-min run that is followed by a $min rccovery. The symbols on lhe graph
show that the orygen uptake is at each minute. While the person stands
alongsidethe treadmill, the resling oxygen uptake is at e*h minute. While
the person slands alongside the treadmill, the resting ox),gen uptake value
is .25 L.min -1 , but this value increases rapidly during the first minute and
more slowly over the next 2 min. By the third minute the oxygen uptake
meets the steady-slate oxygen requirement needed to continue the
exercise, with virtually all the ATP produced by aerobic. As the oxygen
udake does not increase immediately during the firsl seconds of exercise,
the body is said to incur an oxygen deficit during this period. During the
oxygen deficit the immediate and short-term sources ofATP provide the
ATPthatthe aerobic processes cannot. This is a good example of howthe
three energy sources ofATP (immediate, short-term and long-term) work
togetherto allow usto gradually make the transition from rest to exercise
and continue the aclivity for30to /t0 min. lf we did nol have these anaerobic
sources ofATP at the start ofthe treadmill run, we would not be able to
medtheATP rcquiremeni and \.vould have drifled ofithe back of thetreadmill.
When the run is completed, theperson jumps off and slands alongside the
treadmill. Oxygen uptake does not immediately retum to the resling level;
this 'exra' oxygen consumed over and above the resting level is called the
orygen debt or excess posl exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC). The
body uses some of the additional orygen to make the ATP needed to
restore the creatirie phosphate (immediate source of ATP) store back to
normal. Meanwhile, the body uses about 20olo of the "extra'orygen to
convert some ofthe lactic acid back lo glucose in the liver. The remainder
is used to suppon the activities of the various systems that do not
immediately recover at the cessation of exercise- like heart rate and
breathing.

lf a person can reach the steady-state oxygen requirement sooner
afterthe initiation of exercise, a smaller orygen deficit is incuned and the
person depletes less CP and produces less lactic acid because the body
relies less on the anaercbic sources of energy. Participation in a fitness
program cause changes in the capillaries and mitochondria of muscles as
well as the cardiovascular system so that oxygen uptake increases to the
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steady state more rapidly at the onset of exercise. People with low levels
of cardio respiratory fitness take longerto reach the steady state, producing
more ATP from anaerobic processes with a higher lactic acid level the
result.

This link between cardio respiratory fitness and the ability to use
ox)rgen should be no surprise given the purposes ofthese systems. Neither
HR nor exercise; both followa pattem v very similarto the oxygen uptake
curve. This gradual increase in both helps to explain the'lag" in oxygen
uptake at the onset of work. Another part of the lag is explained by the
mitochondria, whidr cannot instantaneously increase theirATP- generating
ability. The more mitochondria you have, how-ever, the fasterthe oxygen
uptake can increase atthe onset of uork. That isthe mark ofan endurance
trained person.

Graded exercise test. Given that ourabilityto do sustained exercise
depends on the cardiovascular systems ability to deliver oxygen to the
u/ork in muscles, it should be no surprise that we use exercise tests do
determine cardio respirdory function. ln a graded exercise test (GXT, the
subject completes a series of progressively more difficult exercise tasks
until a defined end point, such as 85 % of maximum HR or voluntary
exhaustion, is reached. The GXT can be done on a treadmill with the
walking speed constant and the grade increasing 3% each 3min, or e
cycle ergometeter ( a stationary cycle on which the uork load can be set)
on which the pedaling resistance increases at 3-min intervals. During each
stage (3- min work period) of the GXT, a wide variety of physiological
measures can be monitored: heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP),
eledrocardiogram (ECG), oxygen uptake, ventildion, and blood lactic acid.
Each of these measures provides an indication of how well a person is
adjusting to the exercise, which is related to the subject's present level of
fitness.

Oxygen Uptake and MaximalAerobic Power. Oxygen uptake can
be measured at each stage of the GXT. Normally, oxygen uptake is
expressed in milliliters of oxygen per kilogram per minute (ml.kg.-1.min-1)
instead of L.min-1. This allows comparison of people with different body
weights. Oxygen uptake increases in a regular pattem with each stage of
the test and levels off as the oxygen requirement is met. This pattem
continues until the body reaches its cardio respiratory system limits. At
that point, oxygen uptake does not increase when thegrade ofthe treadmill
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is increased. The point at which orygen uptake levels off is called the
subject's maximal aerobic power. This term describes the following.

'I . The maximal rate at which the cardio respiratory system can deliver
oxygen to theirM)rking muscles. In this way, maximaloxygen udake
(or maximal aerobic poJt/er) is a measure of cardio respiratory fnness.

2. The maximal rate at which ATP can be produced aerobically. This
indicates hffvwellsomeone can perform in longtdislance runs, $vims
and cycle competitions.

An untrained person participating in an endurance training program
can increase maximal aerobic power about soh lo 25o/oi the less fit the
individual, the laeer the gains. Steady-state oxygen uptake reached at
each stage is about the same, but the person achieves the steady-slate
value a little soonerfollowing training.Atthe end of the test orygen udake
increases when the treadmill grade is raised to 18% , indicating that the
person's cadiovascular system can nowdelivermore bloodto the working
muscles than before training, when the leveling-off point was at the 150/6

grade. In spite ofthe increase in maximal aerobic power an individual cen
achieve lhrough training, the average person is not likely to become a
world-class endurance athlete. The link of maximal aerobic power to
endurance performance is seen in the classes of athletes with the highest
values-cross- country skiers and distance funners. Women's values are
about 1506 lower than those of men, independent of the group, and, not
surprisingly, people with cardiovascular or respiratory disease have the
lowest values. Maximal aerotic powerdecreases with age (about 17o year)
in lhe average population; the decrease is related to lhe fact that we tend
to become more s€dentary and heavy as we grow older. Both of these
factors, independent of age, decreas€ maximal aerobic po,!rer. Some recent
evidence suggeststhat in those who stay active and do not put on weight,
maximal aerobic powerdecreases only half past. This certainly is another
good reason to stay active, because a fit person has greater freedom to
choose recreational activities later in life. Let! look, nor\,, atwhat happens
to some ofthe other measures during a GXT.

Blood Lactic Acid: The changes in blood lactic acid during the
GXT mentioned earlier. The lactic acid level begins to increase ofthe person!
maximal oxygen uptake. This indicates that the working muscles are now
producing the lactic acid fasterthan othertissues (liver, heart, and other
muscles) can use it. This sudden incfease in lactic acid concentration has
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been called the anaerobic threshold or the ladate threshold (LT). With
training, an iridividualcan \work at higher intensities of exercise before the
lactic acid level begins lo increase. This is due primarily to the increase in
the capillaries and mitociondria of the hained muscles, which allows the
body to produce more ATP aerobically.

Heart Rat6:. At very low work rates, HR doesn't change much when
the treadmill grade is increased/ however, when HR reaches about 110
beats.mirFl it increases in a regular manner with increases inthe grade of
the treadmill. ln this way, HR is a good indicator of how much oxygen an
individual is using. This linear increase in HR isthe basis forallsub maximal
GXTS used to predict the sub.ied's maximal oxygen uptake. In these sub
maximaltests, )ou can measurc the subject's HR atseveralsub maximal
uork retes, draw a linethrough those points, and extend itto the subject's
estimated maximal HR. You then can estimate the subject's maximal
aerobic power fom the grade ofthe treadmill that \iould have been achieved
if the subjeci had been achieved if the subject had been allowed to work
until maximal HR was reached. Thus, ],ou can estimate maximal aerobic
power with the subject doing only sub ma(imal uork. Because of this
linear relationship between HR and oxygen consumption, HR is the best
p€dictor of o(ercise intensity and is a very semitive indicator of the trainirE
state. The subject acoomplishes each submaximalstage ofthe GXT with
a lower HR, indicating an improvement in the cardiovascular response to
exercise. Tuo important poinb to remember arethe following:

1. The subject's maximal HR either does not change or decreases
slightly with training.

2. lf you are using the 220 - age fomula for estimating maximal HR,
remember that the enor in estirnation can be considerable. A 3G
year-old could have a ma(imal HR of 160 to 220 beats. min-1 inslead
of 190 beats.min-1 (68%of3Gyears-olds measure between about
180 end 200 beats.min-1).

Stroke VolunE and CardhcOutput The volumeof blood pumped
from the heart per beat is called the stroke volume. The product of heart
rate and stroke volume detemined the volume of blood pumped to the
tissues per minute; this is called the cardiac output. For exercise in the
upright position (e.9.,, cycling, walking), stroke volume increases slightly
during the first fe\,\r minutes of a GXT until a r lork rate of about 40% of
maximal o4€en uptake is reached; stroke volume then levels off. This
means that belond 40.5 OF MMIMALOXYGEN UPTAKE, HEART RATE
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ISTHE ONLY FACTOR CAUSING THE CARDIAC OUTPUTTO INCREASE.

It is this fact that makes HR such a good indicator of how hard the heart is
working and how close it is to its maximum limits. With training, stroKe

volume increases, allowing the cardiac output to be higher than before in

spite of no change in maximal heart rate. In this way, the primary
cardiovascular variable causing the increase in maximal stroke Volume

Oxygen Extraction: The amount of ox),gen taken up by the body
deoends on tu/o factors: the volume of blood circulated to the tissues per
mhute (cardiac output) and the volume of oxtgen extracted ftom the arterial

blood during one pass around the circuitry system (oxygen extraction).
Ox)rgen extraction is expressed as the number of milliliters of oxygen
taken from one liter of blood (ml O2.L-1).

As the work rate increases, the number of muscles involved also
increases. This brings more and more blood into the capillaries where the
oxygen can be given up to mitochondria, which use itto produceATP. With
an endurance training program, the ability to extract orygen increases,
explaining about 50% of the increase in maximal aerobic power that occur
with training.

Tremendous variabilitythat exists in maximalaerobic power among
different groups, some groups having level twice as high as others have.
What causes such variability? For the most part the variability can be
explained by variations in maximal cardiac outputs among the different
groups, because maximalo4€en extraction is onlyslightly higher in trained
subjects. Highly hained subiects may have cardiac outputs more than
50o/o higher than those of their sedentary counterparts. But is maximal
cardiac output in the trained person due to a higher maximal HR or a
higher stroke volume? Thefolloiving examples will answer this question.

Maximal Cardiac Output = Maximal Heart Rate
X Xlaximal Stroko volume

Trained athlete: 30 L.mln-l=1gobeats.min-1 X.16 L.beat'1
Untrained p€rson: 20L,min-1=200 bsats.min-l X.10 L.beat-1

As you can see, the higher maximal cardiac output in the trained
athlete is due exclusively to the higher stroke volume. This higher stroke
volume is due to both genetic factors as well as the training effect that
causes the ventricle of the heart to be larger. This is a functional enlargement
of the heart, because the heart has a greater capacity to pump oxygen-
rich blood to the muscles.

@
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Blood Pressure: The systolic pressure increases in a regular
manner with increasing exercise intensity, and the diastolic pressure
remains about the same or decreases slightly. lf during a GXT the systolic
pressure fails to increase or the diastolic oressure increases when the
grade is increased, this indicates that the subiect is approaching the limits
of the cardiovascular slatem. An endurance training program tends to lcn rer
the blood pressure ofthose who were borderline hypertensive prior to the
program.

When HR and BP are elevated during exercise, the heart is working
hard and is consuming oxygen at a high rate. Ameasure of the lr|ork of the
heart is the double product, which is the product of the HR response to a
work task is lower, indicating that the work of the heart is decreased (HR x
systolic BP). This is important, especially for those with a compromised
coronary artery circulation that must supply blood to the heart. lf the ox)4gen
demand of the heart is less because of the lower HR, the arteries are mor6
likely to be able to meet the demand.

Pulmonary Ventllation: The volume of air breathed per minute is
called the pulmonary ventilation. The wntllation increases in a linear manner
until about 607o of the oerson's maximal work rate is reached and then
rises more quickly. This sudden increase in ventilation (a slight
hyperventilation) is called the ventilatory threshold is shifted to the right.

Summary ofthe EffecE of Endurance Training and Detralnlng:
A wide variety of physiological (HR), structural (mitochondria), and
biochemical (enzyme) changes occur as a result of participation in
endurance exercise.: The number of Mitochondria and capillaries
increase in all active muscle fibers. This result in an increased ability to
transport oxygen from the blood to the muscle and an increased capacity
of the muscle to use oxygen for energy production.

The time it takes to get to the steady state in submaximal work is
decreased. This reduces the oxygen deficit and the production and
accumulation of lactic acid in the muscle and blood. The size (diameter) of
the ventricle of the heart is increased, allowing more blood to be pumped
with each beat of the heart (stroke volume). This result in the "classic'
training effect seen when an individual can do the same work rate affer
training at a lower heart rate (and perception of effort).

Cardio respiratory fitness (Vo2max) is increased as a result of the
increased stroke volume (able to pump more blood to the muscles during
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maximal work) and the increased number of capillaries and mitochondria

in lhe trained muscles (able to extract more oxygen from the blood)

An individual can maintain these training effects as long as she

continues to participate in endurance exercise' lf she stops training, the

adaptations listed. lf she stops tsaining, the adaptations listed retum toward

their pertaining values. ll horrrever, the person choose to simply reduce the

duration or ftequency of training (by 1\3or2\3), Vo2max is not affected very

much. In contrast, when the intensity ofthe workout is reduced by'l/3or2l
3, Vo2max is decreased. Th€ data suggest that it is easier to maintain a

taining efiec,t if exercise intensity is maintained at a high level. This, hotr€ver'

can cause problems for the oc€asional exerciser (see chapter 18 on iniury

prevention).

Gardiovascular Responses to Exercise for Males and Females:

Earliest in this chaDterwe mention€d that maximal aerobic power is about

15% lower forfemales than for males. This is fue for all ages after puberty

and for all levels of physical ability. Whf The answer is found primarily in

three factors: heart size relatively to body size, body fat, and hemoglobin

levels in the blood.

Heart size: At adolescence, females develop a smaller heart size

relative to their increase in body size. As a result, they cannottransport as

mucfr blood during maximal exercise compared to a male of the size This

limits oxygen delivery and consequently, oxygen uptake at the tissues.

Body fat: At puberty, the female increased body fat percentage

more than ihe male, which results in about 10% higher essential fat for

females. Given the fact that maximal aerobic power is expressed in units

relative to body weight (you must divide body weight into the measured

oxygen uptake), the value for females will be lower than that of males,

everything else being equal. We mentioned this effect of added fat€adier

in our explanation of why maximal aerobic power decreases with age'

Hemoglobin: Ox)€en transported in the blood bound to hemoglobin,

which is fou;ding the red blood cells. The female has about 130 g of

hemoglobin in a liter of blood, compared to 150 g for the male Thus' the

male can transport more ox)€en per liter of blood.

Submaximal Exerciee: These factors also affect how a woman

responds to submaximal exercise compal€d to her male counterpart' When

a male and female exercise. These three factors also affect how a woman

resDonds to submaximal exercise comparcd to her male counterpart' When
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a male and female exercise at the same work rate on a cycle ergo meter,
each has to transport the same amount of oxygen to tissues. As a result
of the difference between males and females listed above. there will have
to be higher physiological responses for the female compared to the mate
for the following reasons.

1 . Due to tho lower stoke volume (r€lated to a smaller heart size), the
female's heart rate has to be higher to compensate.

2. Due to the lower hemoglobin level, the female's cardiac output has
to be slightly higher during submaximal work to deliver the same
amount of oxygen to the tissues (as there is less orygen per liter of
blood). This increase in cardiac output is brought about by a higher
HR

3. The difference in body fatness bet\,veen the sexes also causes a
difference in the physiological responses to exercise when body
weight is being carried along, as in walking or running. In these
activities, the amount of oxygen used in the activity is proportional
to body weight. lf a male runs at 6 mph, approximately 35 ml of
oxygen is required per kilogram of body lr€ight oer minute (35ml.kg-
l min-1) to maintain that speed. lf we now add 10 kg to that person's
back, the ox)€en requirement is still the same per kilogram of weight
(35m1), but the total amount of ox!4gen required to continue the activity
with the higherweight is 350 ml more per minute (10k9 x 3sml.kg-
1 min-1). The average female canies relatively more fat than fe male;
this extra weight requires additional oxygen to carry it along,
necessitating a higher HR to deliver that additional ox)4gen to the
musctes.

Cardiovascular Responses to lsometric (Static) Exercise: We
have primarily dealt with the physiological responses to aerobic exercise
and have shown the effect of training on those responses. Before we finish
this discussion, however, we must address isometric exercise, a form of
exercis€ that can have a very different effect on the cardiovascular system.
BP responses to dynamic exercise with the increase in systolic Bp and
HR and the decrease in diastolic pressure. There is very litfle change in
the'mean", or average, pressure during this dynamic form ofexercise. In
contrast, a simple hand grip held at a tension equal to only about 3oo/o of
the person's maximal voluntary contraction strength (MVC) causes a
systematic rise in diastolic and systolic BP with only a small increase
HR, This is viewed as an inappropriate form of exercise for older people or
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those with heart disease because it increases the work of the heart and
maycompromise the ability of the coronary circulation to meet the hearl's
oxygen requirements.

Itovement Anatomy and Functional Biomechanica Related to
physicalActlvlty

Here we will summarize the most imporlant information on anatomy
as it relates to physical activity. We will outline th€ different types of bones,
the,oints that ar€ the linking points between bones, and the muscles that
move the bones as the joints allow

Bonea

The Skeleton consists of more han 200 bofles that provide protection

for the inlernal organs and a leverage structure for muscles. The Skeleton
also allorys for growth and houses the largest store of calcium in the body.
There are four classes of bones:

Long bones are found in the ams and legs, and are associated with
movement.

Short bon€s are found in the hands and feet.

Sorne short bones are inegular in shape like the bones in the \rertebral
(spinal) column.

Flat bones are found in the upper part of the skull.

lnegular bones ar6 found in vertebrae and the publicarea.

Jolnt!

A joint is the point at which bones link or connect. Joints are also
called articulations, and items associated with joints usually begin with
the prefix arthras in arthroE@pe, a devics that doctors use to look into
joint spaces of a person with arthritis. Joints are classified on the basis of
how much a movement is permitted between the bones:

Syarthrodial ioints are immovable ioints or those with limited
movement, such as the joints between the bones in the skull.

Amphiarthrodial ioints are joints with slight movemenl, as seen in
the connections between vertebrae in the soinal column.

/;\s2
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Diarthrotic or synovial joints are joints possessing great potential
for movement, as in the knee

The diarthroticor synovialioint is most important in physical activity.
Movement occurs when the muscle move the bones through a range of
motion within the limits of these joints. These joints are held together by
connective tissue: ligaments which cross over the joint, and tendons, which
atlach muscles to bones, also cross overjoints to lend additional support.

Because these.ioints move a great deal, the structure also provides
slippery surfaces and a lubricant. The slippery surfaces and a lubricant.
The slippery surface in each movable joint is the articular hyaline cartilage
that covers the ends ofthe bones. This cartilage also absorbs some of the
shock of impact to reduce the chance the bony surface will wear out.
Synovial fluid is the lubricant secreted by the synovial membrane within
thejoint housing or capsule. In addition, bursae, or sacs containing synovial
fluid outside the joint space, help to lubricate the movement of tendons,
ligaments, and muscles over bony structures. Some of these jointrs (e.g;
the knee) have additional cartilage in the;Dint space between the bones to
take up some ofthe shock of impoact. This is the type of cartilage that can
be tom as a result of high-impact forces. While the smooth articular
cartilage is the type that can be damaged by arthritis.

Diarthrodial (movable) joints are classified on the basis of the type
of movement oermitted.

Ball and socket joints allow movement in all directions (e.g; where
the head ofthe humerous lthe bone ofthe upper armlfits into the shoulder).

Hingeioints allow movement in one plane of motion (e.g; the elbow)

Saddle joints allow movement in all directions (e.g; metacarpal{arpal
ioint of the thumb).

Pivotioints allow rotation around the long portion of the bone (e.g;
the radio-ulnar joint: as we rotiate a wrist to make the hand face up lpronated
positionl.

Gliding toints allow only gliding or twisting (e.g; the joints between
the wrist bones lcarpals or the ankle bones ltarsals]).
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Movements

The type of movements possible at each joint depends on the type
of ioint. lt is important to know the terms that describe these movements
befor€ we present a summaryof the muscles involved:

Flerion and extension: Flexion describes a motion that decreases
the angle of a joint, and extension is a movement that increases the joint
angle. lf your arm is hanging straightdorvn, flexion is the movement of your
hand toward your shoulder around the elbowjoint; lowering the hand back
to its starting position is extension. The term hyperextension refers to a
movement beyond aioint's ordinary resting position.

Abduction and adduction: Abduction describes a movement away
from the center line of the body; adduction is a return to the ordinary
anatomical position. Moving the leg to the side away from the body is an
example of abduction.

Rotation: Rotation is movement around the long axis of a bone and
describes a movement either toward (inward, or medial rotation) or away
from (outward, or lateral rotation) the center of the body. W ith your forearm
at a 90 angle relative to )rour upper arm, and )our hand in font ofyour body,
movement of the wrist and lower arm toward the center line of the body is
an examole of medial rotation.

Pronation and suspination : lf you hold )/our forearm at a 90 angle
relative to )ou upper arm, hand in front of the body with thumb up, pronation
describes a movement of the forearm such that the oalm turns downward:
and supination is the reverse. We also us€ these terms to describe the
maner in which the foot lands with the inside, or medial, asp€ct of the foot
striking first is said to be a "pronatof. Manyrunning shoes are designated
to control this oroblem.

Dorsiflex and Plantarflex : These terms describe the movement
of the foot from itrs normal position either towards the lower leg (dorsiflex)
or toward the bottom of the foot (plantar flex).

Muscles

Muscles are comoosed of muscleflbers. which are individualmuscle
cells. Each cell possesses the capacity to contract when stimulated by a
motor neuron, or nerve cell.Asingle motor neuron maystimulate as few as
10 to more than 100 muscle fibers. and when it does allthe fibers attached
to that single motor neuron fire at once.
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This complex of a single motor neuron and its muscle fibers is called
a motor unit. A muscle possesses many motor units, and the tension that
a muscle develops depends primarily on the number of motor units called
into play. lf more tension is needed, more motor units are recruited. When
a muscle contracts, the ends of the muscle move towards the center,
pulling the tendons(attached to the bones) toward each other. Avariety of
terms describe the different types of contractions:

Concenttic contracllon. lf the force of contraction is greater than the
resistance

Offered, movement occurs as the resistance offered. movement
occurs as the bones to which the tendons are attached move toward each
other. This type of contraction used to be called an isotonic, or "same-
tension", contraction suggesting that tension is maintained throughout the
range of motion. However, as the muscles, shortens and the bones change
position, the amount of tension needed to move a weight varies: more
tension must be developed at some joint angles that at others to cause
the same movement. This led to the development of variable resistance, or
a accommodating resistanc€, machines to provide a better match between
resistance and lhe ability of a muscle to exert tension.

. . .".. ' €ccentric contraction: lf )ou hold )our forearm at a 90 angle relative
to the upper arm and a weight (resistance) that is greater than the force
your muscles can develop is placed in your hand, extension occurs at the
elbow. This is an eccentric contraction in that the joint angle increases
even though tension is being developed

lsomotric contraction: This is also called a static contraction in
that there is no movement even though the muscles are developing tension.
Standing in a dooMay and pushing against the door jamb is an example of
this type of contraction.

The term prime mover refers to lhe muscles that are primarily involved
in the movement at that joint.

Muscles involved in selected activitiss: In this section we will
summarize the muscles group involved in some of the most common
physical activities. We will cover both activities of daily living and typical
fitness endeavors. Walking, jogging, and running. Walking, jogging, and
running have a lot in common;they differ, howeve( in terms of the muscular
force needed to move foMard at different speeds. During walking, one foot
is in contact with the ground at all times, but in jogging or running there is
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a period of "flighf when bot| f€et are off the ground . lf a p€rbd of flight is
involved, a persm must expend a great€r amount of energy to both take ofi
and land. Th€ primary musde groups invohred in e5($ phase dtr|e activilies
indud€ th€ following:

Push - off phase : lhis phase involv€ concentric confacton of lhe
hip extensors, ialocrural planter tlexors, and foot metraiarsophalangeal
frexors.

Brlnglng the push of leg forward: Concantric contraction of the
hip flexors initiates movement contraction of the hip flexors iniliates
mo\rement that is modified by the lateral hip rotators. The knee fiexors first
cause kn€e flexion, then the knee extensors straighten the knee. The
knee flexoB continue to act via an eccentric contraction, to control the
rate of knee extension prior to the foot touching down. The fool is doors
ffexed prior to landing.

L.ndSng : Th€ hip extensors that initiated the push-off now contrac{
eccentrbally to slow the swing of the forward leg. When the foot toucfiG
dotfln lhe knee extensors also contmd eccentrically to control the motion
of the foot on the ground.

Gycllng: Given that cyding is a r€strictod activity in that the pedals
mo'\,e in a fixed manner, it should be no surprise that the muscle groups
involved in claling are also some\rrhat limited. The hip and kne€ €ritensors
develop the force to move the pedals domward, and if toe clips are used
by a cyclist skilled in their use, hip and lalocrural dorsif,exoF are involved
in the retum to the starting position.

Jumplng: The force need€d to propel the body off the ground is
generated bythe knee and hip extensors as well as the plantarflexors. To
absorb th€ forces of impact, these same muscles contract eccentrically.
Lifting Canying: When a person lifts an object, the large, strong knee and
hip extensors should be the primary muscles involved, notthe musdes in
lhe arms or along th6 spine. Keeping the oblect close to pur body reduces
the stress on your back

Goneral. Biomechanical Concepts

Understanding a variety of basic principles and laws governing the
mo,ement d objeds and peode can hdp )rou detemine proper and improper
movements. In this section, we will discuss the concepts of stability,
rotational inertia, and angular momentum.
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Sirblllty: The center of grayity for an awrage person is near the
navel. Tho strability of an individual is gr€at€f and the wider the base of
support. A p€rson standing wih both fo€t doss bg€ther is less stabt€
than when standing with feet spread apart, and b€nding the knees b lift an
object brings th€ center of gravity clos€r b the ground.

Torqro: Thb b he e,fied Foduced nfi€n a mLsde conbactbn (brce)
caus$ rotatbn. We will look at forearm llexion as an exampl€, with lh€
foream at a 90 angle to the upp€r am and a lGlb w€ight h€ld h t|€ hand.
Th€ resistance is the producl of the l()-lb $ebht to the elbouv joint. The
mugcular force needed to mov6 that r€ight @ends on the distance ftom
the €lborv that th6 tondon of that muscle b insert€d into the bon6 of the
forearm. The closer their biceps' lar force needed lo move the resistance.
ln lhe same way, if the person mo\res the 1(Hb vyeight closer to the joint (to
reduce th€ length of the l€ver arm), less muscular forca is n€eded to mo\re
lhe r€sistance. This concept can b€ ext€nded io the carrying of otiects.
Th6 reason for carrying an obiec.t dose to the body is to maintain stability
and reduce the forca of the back musd6 ne€ded to carry the load. f the
p€rsm hobs t|e objec'twith drns outsF€t{fi€d, hmqrer, the back musdes
must exert mor€ force, which can caus€ back problems.

Aneuhr Iomentum: This term describe th€ amount of motirn that
takes plac6 as a limb moves around a joint or a body rotratss and is €guat
to tp producl of angular \relocity a|d rctalional il€rlb. The cons€rvatbn of
angLdar rno.nen[m states that onc6 molirn b hitHed, angular br c]tdrg€s
it. ThiS mears that a decrgass in rotatond hertia during a mo\€ment
results in a hilh€r angular velocity. For exampl€, when an icB skater spins
around in place, as h€ brings his arms doser to his body to decrease
rotational inertia, th€ v€locity of rotation incr€asss.

Summaryl

Muscles use ATP ior contaction. Muscl€s must supply the ATP as
fast as it is b€ing us€d if wo.k is to continu€. Muscbs can supply ATP
frorn stored creatine phosphab, the anaerobic breakdoivn of glucoee, and
the aerobb metaboli$m of carbohydratG and fat8. Although lhere is an
o4€en deficit at the onset of uork, at 2-3 min hto submaximal work the
oxlgsn uptake n€eds the entireATP demand oflhe bsk. Agraded exerdse
t€xt (GXT) can b€ used to evaluate hw lh6 va.ious phlsbbgical syslems
respoard b grdually increasing mrk d€fltands. O(tg€n uptak€ increas€s
with each stage of the test until th€ maximal capaclty of the circulatory
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$6teln to transpori oxt€en (Maximal aerobic Pourci) is rcached' This

. increased oxygen ddiwt is achieved through increas€s in hear Yvsight,

stroke volumi, ox)rgen extraction, and pulmonary ventilation. With

endurance training maximal onlpn uptake increeses.-, due primarily to

increases in maximal stroke volume and o)rygen offaction. Keep in mind,

hff,e\ror, that iamales haw a higher heart rate r6ponso to submaximal

wo.k than do males becaule of smaller heart size and th€ loxer arnount of
hemoglobin in €ach llter of blood.

Th€ humans skoleton consists of more than tYUo hundrcd bon6; it
prwirle protsc{iofl for int€mal orgarc and l€verage sttudure fior musd€s'
-gon€s 

aro @ssiftes c shori, long, f,at or inogular, with th€ long bones

b€ilg primfliy iuoh€d h mo,sn€nts. Joirts ars the lhkiu pdnB of bm6'
and |hs mq6t lnportant onEs br movem€nb are the diarthmtic or 3ynovial
joints. Th€ e(ds of th€ bon6 are co\rercd with a smooth a.thular (hyaline)

cart ag6, and synovial m€mbranes secrete a f,uid into the ioint to reduce

frictim. Diarhrcdial ioinis a|€ classifted as ball and socket joints' hing€

saddle pivot, glydine. Jcrint movements indude f,exion and ext€nsion'

aOOucton anA aOaraion, retion, prmation and supknlibn and dosif,exion

and plantar and ffexiof. Musd6 arc compG€d of many mo{or unlb, whicfl

are 0r€ basic units of musdo contrac{ion. A motor unit is composed of a

singl€ motor nqlron and the musde ftbres (from 10 to more than 100)

s0mulat€d by that neuron. Muscle contrac-tion indude conoEntric, exentric,

and isorneric, (static). Primary musde group6 invohr€d in s€lecbd adivites

wg€ oresef €d.

@
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CHAPTER.III

THCHING HTAIIH RT,I.ATED TIINT,SS

Fitness is delin€d as a condition in which an individual has sufficient
energy to avoid fatigue and enjoy life. lt is also defined as the capacity of
the lungs and muscles to function at optimum efficiency (pate 1 9E3). The
content ar€a of physical fitness includes leaming experienco associated
with achieving optimum health through its fourcomponents.

Physical fitness can be divided into health-and skill-related
componentrs. Health-related fitness focuses on factors that promote
optimum health and prevent he onset of disease and problems associated
with inactivity. Health Related Fitness includes cardiorerspkatory (aerobic)
fitnGs, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and body composition.
Skill+elated fitness includes balance, agility, coordination, power, reaction
lime, and speed. To help c$ildren develop active lifestyles, health-and
skill-related must b€ taught €qua y.

The component of Health Related Fitness can be measureo
s€parately, and exercises have been designed to improve each specitic
component. The most impo.tant point in physical education is to teach
total fitn€ss in wa)6 that devolop each of the areas of health-related fit|€ss.
Res€arch demonstrates that individuals who engage in regular physical
aciiviti€s b imprc've the four components of Health Related Fitness increase
their basic energy levels and lolrer their risk for heart disease. canc€r.
diabetes, ost€oporosis, and other chronic disease.

COtPOI{EtrlT OF HEATH RELATED FTTNESS

A heallh fitness cuniculum integrates physical fitness testing as
education. A good physical-fitness curriculum emphasizes the iour
components health fitness: cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength
and endurance, flexibility, and body composition (CDC 1999).

l. Cardlorespir.tory Fitne33

Cardiorespiratory endurance involves the ability of the heart and tungs
to supply oxygen to the working muscles for an extended period of time.
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Atso called aerobic endurance or fitness, it is the ability of the circulatory
and r6pirabryqFtems to adjust b and recoverfrom the efiecb of modeEte
to vigorous activity, such as brisk walking, running, swimming , or biking .

Cardior6piratory endurance is defined by a concept called maximum
o4gen uptake (VO2 max) in other words, holv well one consumes o4gen
during mod€rate icvigorous physical activity.

There are four techniques to help students improve their
cardiorascular €nduranc€: continuous, interval, Fartlek, and circrit-course
ac{ivitbs. Aerobic rctivities, meaning livilh oxygen", are one continuously,
are of moderate intonsity, and can be sustained over a period of time.
Aneaarobic activiti€s are short blasts of activity done in the ?bsence of
ox)€en ". Interval ac{lvity includes physical activity that altemates in
intensity l€vels. Fartek is similar to activity, but with it the tenain (such as
hills) conhols the intensity levels. Circuit training (circuit-course activity)
combines continuous activity with flexibility and muscular strength-
endurance ativities, proriding more \rariety.

2. muscular Strength Endurance
Muscular Srength is a measure of the greatest force that can be

produced by a musde or group of muscles. Dynamic strength is the force
ex€rted by a musde group as the body moves, $rch as in a p6h-up.
$atic strength is the forc6 exerted against an immovable obiect, such as
pushing ag€inst a wall. The benefits of increasing muscular sfength include
a reduced risk of injury as trell as improved posture, ph)rsical performance,
and boy composition. Developing slrength requires working against a
resisbnce in a progressive manner. Muscular strength can be improved in
childr€n, although they are incapable of producing large muscle masses.

Muscular endurancs is lh€ ability to contract a muscle or group of
musd6 repeatedly without heJ.rilg fatigue. The longer a muscle is used,
the greater its enduranc€ becomes. Locomoter activities help muscle
endurance. The primary objective of developing muscular endurance in

students is to enable padiipation in activity for longer periods of time
b€fure f€€ling musd€ faligu€.

Basic guidelines hav6 been established for resistance training and
exercise progression in cfiildren. Middle school students (ages 11 to 13)
should leam all basic weight - and resistance-training techniques and
engage in limited progressive loading. Instructors should emphasize proper
technique, and may begin introducing more advanced exercises with little
or no resistance. High school students should continue learning advanced
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exercises, including sport- specific exercises, while increasing exorcise
frequency. Instructors should continue to emphasize proper technique.
As older students master technques, they can begin participating in
appropriate adult programs.

3. Flexibility
Flexibility is the ability of a joint to move freely in every direction or,

more sp€cifically, through a full and rsmd range of motion. S€n €ral factors
can limit joint mobility, including genetic inheritance, the joint's shuciure,
the amount of fatty tissue around the joint, and the bod/s temperature.
Flexibility can be improved, horflever, yvith stretching.

The two most common types of shetcfiing for prtnary an ht€nn€diate
level child are static and ballistic stretching. $atic stretcfiing involves
slovn, gradual, and controlled elongotion through a full range of motion.
Ballistic stretching emplo),s rapid, uncontolled, and bunching or bobbing
motions. Ballistic stretcfiing emplo)ls rapid, unconbolled, and bouncing or
bobbing motions. Rallistic.tecfinique is not recommended for the g€n€ral
population whose control may be comprised and whose risk of injury may
be increased.

4. Body Composition
Body composition referc to the quality or mak€up of total body mass.

Total body mass is composed of lean body mass and fast mass. Lean
body mass includes a p€rson's bones, muscles, organs, and water. Fat
mass is fat, adipose tissue. The assessment of body composition
determines the rdative percentages of the individual's lean body mass and
fat mass. The skin fqld calip€r test is the most accuraG method for
measuring body composition generally available to teachers, if they are
trained to use them.

PRII{CIPI.ES OF FITT

Th€ ph]lsical Best program fo ouls the FITT principles for improving
and marinating physical fttne$. The principles of ftequency (F), intensity
(l), time(D, and tne(I), along wih overload and progr€sskn, are taught in
each health-related conc€pt. We outline them in this seclion.

1, Frrquency
Frequenry referc blhe number d tines a person engEges in physical

ac{ivity that is moderate to viJorous in nature. The prescribed frequency is
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relat€d to the intensity and du.ation of the ac{ivity se$ion. There are
various slandards as to how ofren one should exercise to improve or
maintain physbat fih€ss.

According to the U.S. Surgoon General's Report on physicalActivity

and Health, physk, ac'tivity that is moderate to vigorous in nahJre should

b€ dm€ most daF of th€ w€€k.

2 Intendty
Intonsity r€f€]s to the speed or wor*load used in a given exercbe

period, Intensity depends on the fttless goals of the exerciser and the
typ€ of training method being used. Aorobb intensity can be measured by
cfieddrg m€'s he t rate. Mitdle s{fiod sM€nts should b€ able to monitor
and record their own hear rates. High school should be able to make
comparisqs and draw condusbns fio.n recorded heart rate data. lndudhg
a higher porcentage of moderate - b-vipmus ac{ivities h€lps }ou match
th€ ne€ds of the stJdents. Intsnsity with activities for muscular sf€ngth
and €ndurance b th€ workload or resbtance cf th€ exercise. With fl€xibility,

inbmity is the range of motbn the Joint cat achieve.

Intensig is dhec0y related to how long on€ can sustain aclivity.
lntonsity is on€ d ih€ hardest notiom to tEach, since pacing oneself is
hador than goh€ all-otrt. Intensity may have to be taught several times to
instill safoty precautions and io maximize the quality of the activity.

3. Tlme (Dur.tlon)
Duration refors to the number of minutes of physical actMty. In

caadiovascular endurance ac,tivities, duration is th€ amount of time spent
doing the activity. Middle scfiool stdents can safely engag€ in physbal
aclivity for 20 b 35 minutes at a &ne. High scfiool students can safely
engage in physical activlty fior 30 O .10 minut€s at a time. When br€aking
betwe€n aciivili€s, stl,denb should t€st for 2 to 3 minutes.

Tim€ b how many rep€titions and sets on€ performs in muscular
sterpth and enduranca adivities. ln frqdulity exercise, on the other hand,

time relates to how long a stretch is heE befo.e it is released. The
rocommended tim€ for children to be phFbally ac{ive is 30 minutes most
daF of th6 Yve6k (CDC 1 999).

4. Type (Speclfici$
What tlp€ of exercise is selectod is bas€d on the principle of

specifiqty. qpeciftcity of faining is tte ph],siological adaptiation to exercise

@
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that is specific to the system being worked or stressed during ex€rcise.
For example, the specific iraining ex€rcises a )routh does for flexibility do
not increase his or her cardiovascular enduran@.

(a) Overload

Overload refers to increasing activity, ftequency, intensity, or time to
frnpro\re fif|ess levds. The body must pe.form ha.derthal nonnd to funprove.
The Overload prirriple b the b6b for consifering the \rariaues of freqr.rency,
intensity, time, and type. To best explain Overload to youths, let them
experien@ it firsthand-through vigorous activity and by ke€ping track of
how long lhey sustain activity or has many repetitions they perform.

(b) Progression

Progression is how overload should take place. An increase in the
level of exercise, whether it be to run farther or to add more resistanoe,
must be done in a partiqJlar progression. This enables the body to adapt
slo/yly to the overload; hus, it e\rentually makes the o/edoad ndmal. your
shjdents need to understard hd imprwing their l€vd of fihess is an mgoing
process. To help them better understand progression and see that they
are improving, give your students opportunities to fack their progress.
You can help them achieve this understanding efiectively through presets
and posttests.

FITNESS FOR EVERYONE

Ph)rsical aclivity, its assessment, and the opportunity to benefit
from a health related fitness education program are important to the well-
being of all people in society, regardless of their gender, ethnicity, physical
competence, or having particular disabilities. The concept of inclusion
provides students with positive relationships through their interac{ions, ano
these interactions should carry the concepts through to adulthood. The
overall mission of the physical €ducator is to help all studentrs enjoy and
leam about ph)6ical activity so that they will continue to b€ active the rest
of their li\res.

TNOIVIDUALS W]TH DISABILITIES
Including individuals with disabilities in the physical education

settings shows that physical activity is for everyone. lt is the responsibility
of every professional connecting physical activity programs to explore all
options for including people with disabilities in their programs.
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Allpeople have equal rights to the health-related benefits of physical

activity programs, and the values of these programs accrue equally to all.
Participation in physical activity contributes to human growth and
development. Emotional and social development flourishes through
interac-tion with peers in play activities, but such opportunities often elude
individuals with disabilities. By conducting properly plannd and integrated
proffams, horve\/er, train€d professionals can p.ovide opportunities br people

with disabilities to participate in developmentally appropriate activities.

As a professionalconduc*ing the program, the teacher is responsible
for successfully including all participants. Aleader shapes the attitudes of
an entire groop. Providing indusive programs requires )pu're gaining the
necessary knowlodge and skills to include individuals with disabilitbs,
being accountable for a positive attitude, ensuring €qual treatrnent acro€s
all lines of div€rsity, and effectively communicating, both verbally and
nonv€rbally.

It is possible that regular physicat education may not bean
appropriate plGm€nt for some indivkJuals wif| disabilities. Having support
ftom parents, other teache6, a peer tutor, or a teacher assistant can
sornetimes allevhte disruptive behaviors (whidt ofren result in safety risks).
Howe\rer, if a student is not receiving any benefit ftom r€gular physical

education, @ntinues to be disruptive to others, or @ntinues to pos€ a
sen€ sabv rbk, il alternativ€ plement is apprQri.rte. Ongoing evaluatixl
debrmines whether participation in regular physical education one or more
days a u,sek would be more beneficial.

$udents with disabilities shouldnt be placed education classes
solelyfor their socialenvelopment or to have passive roles, such as being
a scorekeeper. The major purpose of participation in the physical education
is to help sudents become active, efficient, an healthy movers. Phl,sical
education goals as defined include development of gross motor skills,
development of fundamental motor pattems, development of health-relate
fitness, an dendopment of skills n€€d to partitipate in lifetime leisure pu6uits,
induding indiMdual an team sports.

Fitness for Individuals With Disabilities: Fitness education an testing
programs for individuals without special disabilities have traditionally
emphasized a balanced approach, with expectations of achiev€ment in all

four physical fitness components. This approach represents the id€aFto

maintrain health-related standards of fitness in every way, including an ac{ive

lifestyle.
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Some individuals with disabilities, however, may have different
lifestyles. For example, some may have great amounts of leisure time;
others may have occupations demeaning physical labour, still others, sentry
occupations orlimited ambulating abilities. The health-related fitness profile
for individuals with disabilities needs to personalize according to disability,
daily-living needs current activities, and the p€rson's potential.

Programming for Indivkjuals with Disabilities. To plan physical fihess
activities that are appropriate for people with disabilities, ]rou must consider
the individual's initial or present level of oerformance. You can determine
their present level of performance through a careful assessment of the
person's physical fitness needs. The physical Best an Individuals with
Disabilities Manual, as wellas other resources, provides tools forassessing
the fitness level of someone with disabilities (Adapted Physical Education
National Standards, NCPERID 1 995).

GENDERINCLUSION

Physical education and sport are oflen gender-based, which can
perpetuate stereotypical beliefs and attitudes. Females, in general, have
had feu/er opportunities and less encouragement than males to be physically
active. Physical activity is often more valued in thg male domain. However,
byeliminating systematic baniers and ensuring all individuals the freedom
to develop their own interests and abilities, individuals, groups, and society
all will benefit.

Gender-equitable education involves including the experience,
perc€ptions, and perspectives of girls as well as boys in all aspects of
education. The inclusive strategies that promote girls' participating also
reach bo),s, who are exclude from the girls' experience, perceptions, and
perspectives by more traditional styles ofteaching and cunicular content.

Physical educators, interacting daily with students, are in an ideal
position to promote and affect desirable attitudinal changes in students.
In providing a gender-equitable leaming environment, you have opportunities
to enhance students' sensitivity to gender considerations. Inequity can
surface in the general physical education program, in access to resources
such as equipment, an in the attention and interactions that teachers and
coaches give or have with students. Equipment availability should reflect
equal value placed on female and male participation. How educators an
coaches organize for activity, assign responsibilities, and speak can either
detract from or inspire gender sensitivity.
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PRINCIPLES OF GENDER EQUITYIN EDUCATION

' All studentrs have the right to a leaming environment that gender -
equitable.

' All education programs should be based on the students abilities

and interests.

' Gender equity incorporates a consideration ofsocialclass, culture,

ethnicity, retigion, sexual orientation, and age.

' Genderequityrequiressensitivity,determination,commitment'and
vigilance overtime.

' The foundation of gender equity is cooperation and collaboration

among students, educators, educational organizations, families, and

members of communities.

The guldelines to ensure attentlon and nltration for free of
gender bias, These include the following.

' Distributing leadership and demonstralion roles among all students

. Assigning non stereotlpical responsibilities to both genders

. Modifying game rules to involve all students, without losing the

essence ;f the game, and explaining why modifications are desirable

' Handling behaviour problems consistently among both females an

males, not using gender-base assumptions as punishments

. Using non-sexist language

' nvoiJing tne use ofgender as the sole criteria forgrouping

' Not tolerating or allowing inequitable student-to student interactions

of a verbal or Physical nature.

' Incorporating several leaming styles.

Genderequity is importantatallage levels. Educators should ensure

that the student-to student interactions are positive' Avoid making or

tolerating negative statements, such as calling girts "siss/ or lomboy"
Languag! cues that are respectful and non-sexist should be the norm'

Choosing females and males equally as leaders of groups and as

demonstrators can help eliminate gender bias.

To promote gender equity, you can activities that promote a wide

movemeni repertoire for all students. You can provide students wih qrnicular

choices to ensure that assessments and intramural activities are not gender-

biased.
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BENEFITS OF FITNESS

Regular moderate physical activity results in many health benefits
for adults. Physical activity has been proven in adults to decrease the
risks of diseases that cause morality and morbidity. Although more
research is needed on lhe association of ph)6ical activity and health among
young people, evidence already shows that physical activity and health
among young people, evidence already shows that physical activity brings
some health benefits for children and adolescents. lt imoroves aerobic
endurance as w6ll as muscular strength and endurance, and it decreases
the risk f;actors that lead to cardiovascular disease. ph),sical activity among
adolescents in consistently related to higher levels of self-esteem ano
self- concept and with lower levels of anxiety and stress.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF COURSE HAS DIRECT BENEFITS ON A
STUDENT'S HEALTH.

Physical activity:
. Makes the heart pump more strongly;
. Helps lower blood pressure and resting heart rates;
. Reduces the risks of heart disease;
. Slrengthens lhe bones and muscles;
. Gives you more energy to do school work, daily chores, and play;
. Help as maintain a healthy body weight; and
' Redu@s stress.

It is important to keep in step with the constant changes in our
lives. Modem machines, computers, and other conveniences have made it
possible to avoid physical activity. Substantial evidence links the adutthood
problems of obesity, high blood pressure, and slroke tom failure to develoo
a phllsical activity habit during childhood.

Process or Product?
The goalofteaching fitness lo students is helping them acquire the

skills, knowledge, and attitudes that lead to a lifetime of physical activity.
Teaching fitness should be viewed as a long-term process of educating
students about physicalfitness and the importance ofregular activity. The
process starts out with achieving lower-order objectives, and it gradually
moves lo more complex, higher-order objectives that guide students to{ard

@
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valuing fitness and becoming self{irected. Corbin (1987) refers to this
process as the "stairway to Lifetime Fitness."

The $aiMay to Lifetime Fitness is descdptftrn of hierarchal otlectives
for a fitness education program . Students move ftom a level of dependence
to independenc€ as they progress educationally through life. As studenls
groi, older, they move up each of the five steps toward lifetime fihess. The
focus on a particular objective will change as the leamer prooeeds up the
stairway.

SGp:l Doing regular exercise. At this stage fitness scores are not
important. Children leam what fun b and leam to love o(ercise.
They will develop personal habitrs of doing exercise regularly'

Step: 2 Achieving physical fitness. Fitness is temporary. lf children
achieve fitness goals wihout obtaining a love for fitness, hey
will not maintain fitness for life.

Step:3 Personal exercise pattems. At this level students leam what
activities they personally enioy doing and can make decisions
about personal exercise patterns that are best are them.
What is best for one child is not necessarily best for anolher.
Educators begin to relinquish the decision-making Process
to the students. The role of the educator is to guide the
students in making personal ac-tivity choices that are sound
and realistic.

Step:4 Self-evaluation. By this stage students realize what activities
they enjoy the most. They begin to estiablish personal habits
and patterns of lifetimo exercise. To be fully educatBd, the
older students must be able to asses their o\ n fitness, having
a basis for making informed d€cisions bout lifetime fihess.
By leaming self-evaluation, they can revise their fitness
programs as needed.

Step:s Problem solving. Students know the facts about eacfi of the
essential components of health-related fitness and are able
to plan their own progEms. The students essentially b€come
informed consumers in fitnoss.

It isthe process of exercise that is important when teaching fitness
educalion. lf people can do the conect exercises for a lifetime (i.e., as a
process) then the product (i.e., physical fitness) will follottt The objectives
of teaching health-related fitness are met when the process becomes a
regular, permanent part of a person's lifesMe.

@
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LIFETIME IMPLICATIONS FOR HEALTHANDWELL-BEING
There is little doubt that regular exercise is an important part of a

healthy style. Most experts feel that cfiildren and youths need daily physical
activity to keep fit and healthy. We have some information already about
the etfects of physical activity on improving the health of children and how
il can carry over into adulthood. Researchers note that when children
engage in physical activity, they mix very short bursts of intense activity
with easy to moderate activity. Children have difficulty in exercising at
one pace for 20 minutes or longer.

Most researches have reported that the cardiorespiratory systems
of children and youths respond to regular aerobic exercise in a waysimilar
to adulb. Dr. Thomas Rowland has sho n lhat children can improve aerobic
fitness after training, but that the increase is far less in youngsters than
adults. As a result of his findings, Dr. Rowland concluded that children
often have high aerobic fitness level to begin with, that adults may train
more effectivelythan children, and that the bodies of children may lack the
abilityto adult and respond fully to regular exercise (Rowland 1990).

Most studies suggest that obese children and youths less ph!6ically
adive han their peec. Long- tem inactivity on the part of children increases
the likely hood being overly fat. Students who are active and lean have
less case of being overall fat later in adult hood. Obesity among puths
has been linked to other risk factors for disease such as high blood pressure
cholesterol. Studies show that heart disease cancer and other chronic
disease are linked to the lifesves of people and that behaviours are leamed
in childhood and adolescence.

Physically inactive children and )puth who begin to exercise regularly
have lower resting blood pressers more favourable blood, lipid profiles. In
addition, body fat decreases when exercise programs are initiated among
children. One of the most variable health benefits in youth is lhat when
vigorous activity occurs eady in life, a higher bone- mineral density achieved.
Most bone build up occurs during adolescence, so vigorous activity in the
earlier years produce is the risk of osleoporosis later in life. Weight -
bearing exercise better of building stronger bones in children than are weight-
supported exercises. All of the body's mussels should be exercised to
build strong bones.

People begin to acquire and establish patterns of health- related
behaviours during childhood and adolescence. Thus, we should encourage
young people to engage in physical activity. School and communities can
improve the heafth of studenb providing instruciions, programs, and services
and promote enjoyable, lifelong physical activity (CDC 1999).
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CTIAPIER.IV

PHYSICAT ACTIVITY BEHAVIOR AND

MOTNATION

Over the fast 20 years a lot has been learned about the various

health benefib of regular activity. Recently, with realize of the U S. Surgeon

General's Repot on PhysicalActivity and Heath, research has demonstrated

the health benefits of moderate- to- vigor physical activity' more important'
the positive preventive health effects that activity has on adults and children.

The task now is to promote healthful physical activity among the population.

The important issue for promoting activity is to understand the reason and

b€havioral changes underline a person's level of activity.

Research on physical activity and behavior has examined what

influence was physical activity and what effects inter venation a programs

have on the activity level of individual. Half the adults population is mainly

sedentary The problem is how to get the active and, once they are active
how to keep the going. lt is much easier for people to start and exercise
program than to continue it on a regular basis. Adults cite has reason fro
exercising achie\ring better weight confol, reducing blood pressure, revealinq

stress and depr€ssion finding enjoyrnent, increasing self-esteem, and

improving their social life. Many people choose note to be active, despite
social, health and perconal benefits of exercising. The reasons these people

cite for their inactivity are a lack of time, a lack of knowledge about fitness
inadequate facilities and feelings of fatigue.

Personal Situational, behavioral, programative faclors determine
whether someone adheres to a program or physical activities these
determine influenc€ both child and adult participation in physical activity.

Studies have shown that influence while growing up also play maior role in

the adherence activity in adulthood.

Among the personal factors that influence determine physical activity

are and individual exercise history knowledge of beliefs in health benefits,
and personality. People who participated sporb and activity as youngsters

have similar adherence patterns. Active youths who receive parent

encouragement for physical activity will become more active adults than

will be children hood received no such encouragement. Studies show that

@
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high school and colleges experience with sport increases the like hood of
exercise adherence adulthood.

Knowing about the health benefits of physicalactivity is not enough
honever, to inspie ac{ivity adherence. Some adults f;ail to adhere to exercrse
progrdns because of negative attihrdes they acquired about ph)€ical adivity
when they where ),oung6r, and some adults are imbedded by a lack of
kno,vledge about thg appropriate adivate. lt is important that knowledge
health related fitness b€ an integral part of a fitness €ducation program for
adherence to occur later in life.

Self-motivation consistency related to exercise behaviors and
adheren@. Individuals who are intrinsically motivated tend to adhere to
exercise plans than those who rely on extsnal reasons to exercise.

Sitrational fadors can hdp or kin(br regular participatim in ph!6ical
etivity. Social support is critical to enhancing adherence rat€s among
people in ex€rcise program. Whefl )ouths participated in activities, they
seek out approvalfrom teachers, parents, and peers. Adults can utilize
positive social reinforcement. Time is primary reason that adults give for
not pursuing ph)rsical activity. Many sedenlary people who lack motivation
may rationalize that hey lack time. lt becomes and excuse for not
exercising. ,

Sport psyrcfiologists have studkrd different techniques to enhance
adherence to exercbe. The different technqu€s the de\relop fall into five
non exclusiv€ categories: environmental, reinforcement, goal setting and
cognition, decision making, and social support. As environmental
approaches they haye used prqnpts, such as signs or bulletin boards for
reinforcing the behavbr. Havku a cfid€ of activitbs to d|oose from appears
to promote adherence. Reinforcement techniques in exercise adheren@
must promote self{otivation. Theso technigues might include occasional
rervards, positive bedback, and methods for sdf -.rpnitoring. Goal-setting
lecttnques should be self-set, rather than having and instructor set them ;

f,exible, rather than fixed; and time -based, rather than distancs.based.
Using dgcision making to enhan@ adherence inrolves participants in the
program in structufe. Social support, ho^rever, is the most important
approach with children and adults wtto ar€ participating in phlrsical activity.

School ph)rsical education probably the most impodant intervention
for promoting students' ph!6lcal activity and fitness. Schoot physical
education is only part of an overall effort to promot€ desirable physical
activity patterns in youlhs. As in adults, other personalfactors figure in
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tlrp mix with students, such as biological and ps],chological influence'

dender is an important determinant in physical activity. From pre-school

adults and often into adulthood, boys tend to be more active than girls

(sallies 1991 ). Positive trends among must be encounged and acceleratod

io provide them with equal access to and support for healthful physical

aatw. ne Oecline in physical activity participation is the steepest from

childhood to adolescence, and it continues into adulthood.

KnoMng horv to healthy and physically active in probably more

important than kno ring why some knorvledge may b€ helpful to start a

student exercising, but it is rarely enough to keep to student active' The
positiw social emotional effects of physical aclivity are powerful motivators

for children, so they ar€ what )'ou should stress.

Social and phlrsical environmental factors influence levels of physical

activity not only in adults, but also in adolescences and teenagers' Social

influences include peer modeling and support. Peers are very important

determinants of children's physical activity patterns. The physical

environment is more important in determining ph)Eical aciivity levels oubide

the school, because physical education prcgrams are usually designed

fora particular localclimate and the community's resources' Children and

teenagers do most of their activity in the context of organized programs

such is after- school programs, youth sportrs leagues, and clubs' When

th€ goal of an organization is to promote lifelong physical activity among

studlnts. the levels of adherence to physical activity increase' Television

and technology also affect children's activity levels.

All these factors are associated with physical activity levels' so

effective intervention must operate at many levels. No single approach is

likely to be effective. Children's needs change will age. Special attenlion

should be devoted to girls and to adolescents since their activity levels are

rclatively low. But it is vital that physical education should prepare all

students for a lifetime of ph),sical activity, just as other teach€rs prepare

them for a lifetime of leaming and work. Physical education should teach

students ho\,Y to seek other avenues for physical activity and not rely solely

on ph)6ical education classes i
i:Motlvation

The importance of physical activity in a healthy lifssty.le has bedfr

recognized fioi years. Data about the benefits of phpical activity to childrdi

anO foum are icaro. Debates continue, for example, about the extent [o
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wtiich youhs and dlitdrsn ae ac'tive with som6 of the data! probbms
refl€cting diffculties in measurem€nt. What seems to b€ emerying,
hwvel/er, is ihal childrenb activity lwels declino through th€ tesnagE y@rs
and that boys are more active than glrl3.

Whate\ror exphnations ac@unt for a decrease in activity tevels in
childr€.I, it seems desirable to encouraga children,s activity for liealh and
darclogmentil resors. Theaists and rs€amhes have atfeiirpbrt to suppo.t
determination to exercise but lit[e is yet known about the possible
detenninanb of ph],sical aclivity in children. One explanation is given by
social-cogniti\ro theory. This appmach to motivatbn in phpicd-acdvity
invd\rss ca|stucb dsdf*acy(sdf- p6rcop0ons of rvgk a-oonrplinsnsi
and, moro r€cen0y perceptions of su@ess and defrnilions achi€wm€nt
goeb.

Physical €ducation must end maintain lifstime exercise (a process)
rath€r than to improve short-term fitness (a producl). Adults teiO to Utf
mostly about the product of ph),sical activity, wheroas most lroungsters
discuss physbal activity as a process. youngsters €mphasis being indud€d
in acliviti€s, being wanted by friends, and participating in ftrn;. In most
cas€s th€y leam lo value fitness as an end podud rath€r than an ongoing
proc6s. go.b Psychologistrs knorv this .producf 

as extrinsic motivation-.

ItOh/albn tak6 two generalfotm3: extdnsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic
moli\ration in oftros Fadors outside the indivktual, unr€lated to the task !€ing
performod (Omrod 1995). Extrinsic motivators can be rewards lhat
encourage pa.iicipation, help children work to full potential, and recognize
success. Athough these extrinsic rewards do promote achieving aaivity
goals to somo €xtent, lhey also ha\re num€rous dm$rtacks. gudents view
the extrinsic r€uvards, which are used to confol or manipulatB them into
participating, as the reeson to participate in ev6nts, a"iiuitie" that ih€y
might otherwiBe havs dtosen to do on thek orm (Rafiini 1993). In relalion
to ph),sic1:aciivity, if a studenl participates in ac-tivity knowing there is a
reward at the end, lhen he or she or accomplishmenl. Extrinsic rewards,
thus, do not promote lifetime ph)rsicel activity pattems. lf teenageF are
given e.xlrinsic r€wards they tend to focus on the produc{ ( he-reward)
instead of on the process, and lhey may stop working once the reward has
beer recaived. Wh€n they choose to participate on their own, hovever,
and-exporienceteelin$ of competence, then extrinsic rewards may h€lp
reinforce those feelings. This b tum enhanc€s their intrinsic motivation to
participate in ph)isical activity. The key is to introduce extrinsic relr€rds in
a conect manner at ideal times.
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lntrinsic motivation is an individuafs desire to pe.form a partbular
task (Omrod 1 995):: Unlike €itinsb rarards, inttilsic motivations promote

long-term behavbral c'hang6s more sffectively. S:tudenls rvorking in
enMronments that empha3ize intrinsic motlvation tend to vi€ut ph)rsical

activity as a prooess. Thb ongoing proce$ can lead hem to personal

sabfac{ion and cofiip€tonae.

"Fun" is fre primary reason, in terms of the exp€rbnce of intrinsic
pleasure, that students give for participating in physical acliviv. Fun.

infinsically motivating activities involve four characteristics: challenge'
curiosity, control, and creativity (Rafrini 1993).. Teadtets must empoi/er
students to develop the self- confidence to believe they can accomplish
certain tasks, the self- esteem to believe they are worthy, and the self-
efftcacy to believe they are in control of their lives.

For )€ars, students in physical education have b€€n lumed off by

exercise. Consider why kids are in physical educatiofl: to irEreas€ physical

activity, improve physical flitness, and improve fitness knowledge. To

accomplish these goals and help them develop lifetime habitrs of phy6ical

activity, the key is choosing aclivities that follo{ the intrinsic fealings End

perceptions kids haw. Teach€*s should invoke sfudents' cur'tooity. lf the

activity is too easy, kids may become bored. Some bored and frustrated
leamers may at time n€gd €xercise motivation to be @nvhcod to exercise

aitivitios n€ed to be devdofln€ntally appropriate lnclude dldlengEs spark
this qrriosity.

As educators give students a sens€ of control ov€r the activities:
Teach basic skill first. lf you tiake the time to instruct students on th€
proper ftom and techniques, they can begin to master the basic skills the

more decision the studenE th€n make in an activity, the more conbol they

have this type of controt toaches them self- responsibility.

You must also provide activitl€s that allorv studonts to be cr ative

about @ntents of the activity. This gives them a chance to us€ th€ir

creative thinking skills. lt has additional advantage of including students

lvtb are not as activ€ or o+rdinated as well s the more nafurdly ph)'sically

adapt€d. By adding new, exciting equipment for classes ),ou can provide

advenhrre and fun in sttrdents actffiies. Decorating the gyrn posters' cfiarts'

and bulletin boards creates a colorful environment-iust like health

clubs and even large corporations display motivational and informational

Doste(ls.
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Students need support and encouragement for their hard work in
class. Occasionally provide positive, healthy incentive participation.
Expirations of motivation are important. Some examples of words cannot
promote feelings of intrinsic motivalion are play, excitement, mastery
success, improvement and freedom. Phrase to encourage students may
include Great iobl Way to gol Terrificl Very creative! and Much betterl
Gestures also are important in encouraging intrinsic motivafion give inn
lhe high five nodding approvingly shake in hands, laughing with a student
are ah^rays to encourage and enhance intrinsic motivation.

Parental support is oonsuered one of lhe most important determinacy
of child rents involvement in physical activity. parents can influence their
children bymodeling physical activity behaviors Biddle and Goudas (1996)
showed clearly the imporlance of parenl and teacher €ncouragement in
strenuous physical activity. Parent encouragement created greater
adherence to physical activity throw increasing a sense of competence.

In theory and in practice intrinsic motivation is the key.to making
phlisical activity life long habit. A teacher's a focus should be to helD student
intemalized motivation and to qeate opportunities that can give them a
sense of accomplishmentfrorn within. When infinsic motivation for physical
activity is present the awards prices, and payment become in material.
Physical education programme should strongty motivate children to maintain
there one frtness. Here, in summaryare suggestions for moti\€ting sfudenb.
1 . Award the process of participation, rather than the product offitness.
2. Set goals that are cha enging yet attainabte.
3. Use visual aids to publicize items of interest in fitness.
4. Emphasize self-testing programs that teach students to evatuate

their own fitness levels.
5. Do not use fitness-test results for grading
6. Involve the parents

_. - Working toward that happy state in which physical activity sparks
the fun, thrill, and excitement in students to carry out continuini fitness
activlty for a lifetime should be a worthwhile goal for any teacher.

Goal Setting

. . . 
ATordlnS.to the U.S. Surgeon Generat's Report on ph)6icalActivity

and. Health, students should be physically active most days of the week
by doing moderate vigorous activity. The guidelines set bi the American
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College of Sports medicine recommended that a fitness class for anyage
be at least 20 minutes length and meet at least 3 times a week. lt takes
good educational programes, caring instructors, time, facilities, and desire
to improve for students to feel motivated to engage in life time helpful
behaviors. Most school systems do not allow enough time in physical
education to make teaching health fitness a priority for most students.
Still, its vital to encourage sfudents to become activ€ both inside and oubkle
phlFical education class room.

Foundation for Goal Settlng

At any fitness benefits ofren requires several weeks of activity,
depending on ho,v frequently your class meets each week and the duration
of each exercise period. Formal pre-and posttesting should occur too soon
too often although frequent and informal self -testing is helpful to monitor
progress. A yeariong programe will not necessarily result in achieving
toys as much fitness as a semester-long program, but fitness planning
should be incorporated into the entire program. lf 1rcu carefully followed all
FITT variables, measurable frtness changes might be noted after only nine
weeks of class.

Attaining fitness benefits ofren requires several weeks of activity,
depending on hotv ftequenty )our class meets each week and the duration
of each exercise period. Formal prs.and post testing should occur too
soon too ofien although frequent and informal self -testing is helpful to
monitor progress. A year-long programme will not necessarily result in
achieving to)6 as much fitness as a semester-long progEm, but fitness
planning should be in@rporat€d into the entire program. lf )/ou carefully
followed all FITT variables, measurable fitness changes might be noted
after only nine weeks of class; however, an entire semester (about 16
weeks) is a more realistic timeframe for including measurable fitness
changes, provided the frequencyand intensity have been adequate. Asix-
or nine-week retest is useful as a check on whether the initial goals were
realistic. The retest or going self- testing and informal testing results can
be used to reset and fine-tune the final goals, scores will naturally changes
as a student matures.

The rewards students look for are usually more extrinsic in nature
than intrinsic. However, the intrinsic reward of self-improvement brings
about behavioralchanges that last fora much longer period of time. Goal
setting is mechanism hat helps studonts understiand their limits and feel
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satisfied with their acc.omplishmenb. Using goals created ftom personal

as8esaments estiablishes their ownership and fosters pride in the process.

B€havior-rnodiFEation programs are successful because goals are
set and action plans are written to help meet those goals. Action plans

help to estauish a pathway to that destination. Allowing students to write
goab bsed on th€ir performances teadtes them the importance of setting
goals. They can apply this little teacfiing technique easily to other areas
of th€ir lives. The tpes of behavioc (goals) students require for improving
health fibress can be determined ftom a pretest. Without goal setting'
fitness scores are just data to summit to an administrator or to parents.

By incorporating goal setting into the cuniqJlum, fitness scores become
much more meaningful. Establishing goals is a good way to encourage
chang6 in behavior leading to improved h€alth and fitness. Goal setting
must be done carefully to successfully enhance motivation.

Goal setting takes experience and practice for both the students
and educator. You must consider certain faclors when setting goals with
students. First, studenb' fitness levels vary widely. Girls and bop differ
in certain fitness variables. Grorvth and maturation also influence fitness
lewls. The critsria-level charts provided in the FITNESGRAM program
refrea't both gender and age differences. The teacher should be sure to
use lhe propr charts when setting gpals for each student.

The gpals for each studont should reflect the individual's level of
fiu|e36 and fit|ess habits: greater magnitude of goal for less-fit students
and lesser magnitude of goal for fitter students. A fit student will have to
u,ork hard to make small gains that bring him or her close to personal
pobntal. Abs+ ftt student, apending the same effort, might show dramatic
fit|ess gains but still remain far below his or her potential. Focus not on
comparFons b€t&en students but on personal improvement and progress

towad p€rsond goals.

Consktsr dso a Student's fihess habits. lf a youngster has poor
ff€xibtlity and b atready taking part in activities that enhance flexibility in
speo'ftc joints, then the goals should be set lower than if the same student
wih poor nexbflity rarely do€s stretcfting aclivities. In the second situation,
the fact hat th€ 3tudent rarely does the appropriate activity opens the
possibility that Ore stud€nt might respond well to stretching. In the first
situation; on the othsr hand, where the student already stretches but
rcmains at allow level of foftility, factors other than exercise might be
decfig ttat st denfs rangg of moton. Ther€fore, goals are alwa)/s specmc
to an indivfrlual.
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Hentrying actMty habits can atso hetp you flnd what is kdy,5

motivate a student to participate: furd with habit€, member that ex€rcb€ b
nol.tho only factor contributing to fifie$. Regularly consu,ming a proper
diet, mainbining good steep pattems, and confoiling $1€s; a|€ abo
importart. Discove.ing a student's habits in all these areas wflt irnproro
your helping the cfiild to indivktualiz€ and set realistb goats.

Goal setting can be intimidathg and time consuming if you ar€
:"11".r *T. has sewrat targe dasses. Having successful rtrabgiles
betorehand for teaching students god setting will hdp you undertaketho
task.

Cultu.al Inclurlon

It b important for pttysUf educa$m techers to k loiv about various
cultures because all students are olltural being. A cultura €noompasses
many of.lhe qr€disposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors aifecting
students'hsalth behaviors and status. lt affects healh and activity
decisio.ns. As cultures vary so do notions of what a human body
srytrylizesj ho,v is should appear; ho,v it functions most appropriatolf
and why, when, and how it should b€ treated. Responses a'Oo|l utat ia
appropriate very from culh.lre to culture. Culfure values, belieft, and
perceptions influsnce sbdgnt abiliti€s to undertand, intemalize and
exercise positive health practices that will €nhance thsIa quatity of life. A
cultwe can hslp solve problems and conflicts in the school ind in the
communtty, making it sorth your whfl€ to b€come acquainted wtridr sudt
values. GMng a student messages that invalidate his oi her culturd belierfs
or values can damage a student,s self- este€m. Goal setting shotJld ocqJr
based on qJhlral beli€fs. In some ollhres, for e:<ample, coripetitive goals
un acceptable for glrls, so individualizing gods is better.

Cunbular content ne€d not be different when the EtJde. populalkrn
is culturally divers€. Activitbs that present challenge, risk tafing, piOl€ms
solving, and critical thinking are appropriate at the eliminatory terrel. erary
student should. be encouraged to acc€pt various roles in all physical
education activities, at the same tjme respecting cultural velu€s. At th€
elementary levd the cuniqjum 6t include mo\€mer education and guktad
discovery activities that pair lvords and concepts from several languages
in mo\rement task, creati\re danc€, fiy4hmic ac{ivities, cooperathre fumbling,
gems and thematic play. Home$rork assignments might include studying
theconhibutions to physical educatinn and spot made by indivirJuals (such
an Olyrnpians) from various cultures.
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Students ability to integrate thek personal and cultural selves is valuable

skillfor change. Modeling the integration of content about the contributions

of various cultures is vitral; it can demonstrate effective wa)E of using health

information with in the class.

BaEic Strategies for successful Goal Setting with Students

I First, encourage sfudents to set goals based on where cunent fitness

status rather than on a comparison of theh personal status with others

Motivation is related to competence or perceptions of success in a particular

area, so basing success on current physical fitness levels allows each

student the pot€ntial to improve at thus experience success at goal setting'

This positive experience will influence the students motivation and behavbr'

Following several goal-setting guidelines will help motivate students

maximally and positively influence their behavior and attitude toward

physical activity.

lnvolve Students in the Goal -Sefting Process : Involving students

enhances their commitrnent to achieving their goals and encourages self-

responsibilityfor personalfitness' Scores should be their on, norm-based'

Considerthe age, maturity level and knowledge level of each student' lvhich

should inf,uence the amountof input )/ou use. And, of course, an individuals

interests and needs should be part ofestablishing his or her fltness goals'

Sitart Small and Progress : Start with a small class. Begin the goal-

sefting , progress with one grade level(e.g. 6h class if you teach middle

school) and continue to set goals with this class as its members progress

through the school system. By +2, they will be experienced in sefting
goals in all areas of fitness.

Focus on lmprovements Relative to an Individuals Past Behavior:

Take into account the students initial level of performance. The lower the

level, of p€rformance, the greater the potential for improvement' The higher

the level, the less improvement is possible. lf a student has problems with

motivation, set the individuals goals at lolver increments than you might

for student who is already highly motivated. For example, you might need

to caiole the less- motivat€ student more than you would others.

Set Specific and Measurable Goals: Specific and measurable goals

are more efrective than vague goals ( such as "l'll run faster"). For example,

if a student wants to run faster and has already completed the mile 9:40'

1ou can help student set a more specific, measurable goal of running the

mile in 9:25. Students need some instructions, dkection, and practice h

@
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ktentfying specific; measurable goals. lf the goals are not measurable, it
is impossit l€ to det€nnine if the student has been successful and achieving
them, which defeats the puryos€ of goal setting.

Set Challenging and Realistic Goals: wlren you assist students in
s€tthg ph!,sical fihess goals, take into consideration the child's initjal
fth€ss le\r€I. Also plan the time car€fully between the pretest(to establish
ihs goal) and the posttesl (to measure the achie\rements).The torver the
student's initial fihess level and the longer the time betu,een testing
perio&, ihe gr€at€r his or her potential for improl/ement. The hbher the
sUd€nts hitid fif|ess l€n d a.d the shorbr th€ time b€tu,Een tGting periods
to work on fttness, the le$ potsntial for improwment. lt is lmportant ihat
th€ god not be so e6y that it does not cfialbnge the studeot. Mo6t studenb
make th€ir goals too dimqr|t and thei. moti\ration sufi€rs vuhen they cannot
atbh their goals. lt mry be hdpful to have siudenls pradice setting g'oals
and making ht€fmediate goals until they l€am moae about themselves
and th€ir physical fitress levds.

Write Do,n Goals: Written goals hold more meaning for students
and h€lp them focus on what they need to accomplish. lf )/ou work with
poor readers or dyslExic shdents, it can help to us€ alternative methods
such as piciures, The appendix contains a samde contract form for
recording specmc goals. Thes€ are masters that can lou can use or
adapt to fit your program needs. You will also need to spend more time
with students who have special health conditionsr These students usually
need extra guidance or in@ntives.

Provide Studenb With Strategies: S'tudents must understand how
to change behaviors that detrimental to improving or marinating physical
fitness. You can suggest examples of strategies, such as having them
ride their bike three times a week, do 25 sihups each night before bed, or
stretch after the day at school by using a series of stretches that you
provide. In other words, provide strategies for improvement. lt would be
better, of course, if the students eventually develop strategies on there on
with your guidance. Learning how to develop goals based on FITT an
nutrition is a crucial part of the life long fitness process.

Support and Give Feedback About Progress Goals: An important
accept of goal setting that many teachers disregard is giving positive
reinforcement and encouragement. Verbal encouragement (such as "l see
you have been running one mile every other day. Keep up the good work!",
wriften encouragement (such as note : "Suresh, I was glad to see you in
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cycling in the park yesterday- that's a good aerobicworkout "), and verbal
recognition (such as "Kala has set a great example for all of us by doing
her flexibility exercises daily!") can assed in keeping students committed
to oositive fitness behaviors.

Create Goal Stations: Setting up "goal station" for students helps
instill a sense of ownership as the youngsters write there goals. The
students can rotate in small groups to work on a particular goals. You can
group the students according to their receiving similar scores on their
assessments. Theywilllikely have similar goals and provide one another
extra motivation and encouragement in achieving the goals. As the enter
the class, students cal also work individually at these stations to improve
(instant activity). Allowing them to choose work areas places the
responsibility for improvement on them.

Provide Opportunities for Periodic Assessment : Periodic
reassessment of fitness behavior helps students assess how they are
progressing toward their personal goals. Assessment opportunities should
occur regularly through out the year. These reassessment opportunities
can include informaltesting and self-testing, both in schools and at home.
Used the information gained through reassessment to evaluate and adjust
existing goals rvhere necessary You and the students will also have the
opportunity after reassessments to change their goals and determine
whether goal was perhaps too difficult too easy.

Building a Fitness Program Around Student Goals: The physical
bes program is a model for establishing goals in physical fitness level ,

activity participation, and the affectiv€ and cognitive domains. Physical
best program recognizes the achievement of goals set by students, an
imoortant reinforcement for student motivation.

Using goal-setting techniques and strategies helps students have
positive experiences through movement activities, feel good about
themselves in phpical activity, and carrying positive fitness habits for a
life time. Physical educators support the students use of goal seiling to
enhance their lives and fitness abilities.

@
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CHAPTER.V

REMEDUIIACTMTIES

1. AEROBIC FITNESS

Middle School Level
Aerobic endurance is the ability of the bodys energy s)6tems to carry
and use nutrients as fueland building blocks over a given period of time.
Fitness of the circulatory respiratory and muscular systems is especially
important for good aerobic endurance

Purpose
Studenb will be able to participate in a \€riety of continuous aerobic activities
and to take their pulse rates at the carotid and radial arteries.

Equipment Needed
. Music tape for work and rest intervals

' Cards defining a variety ofaerobictasks
' llarge six-sided die

' A variety of equipment depending on the aerobic tasks
' Poly-spots (either purchased or made)

Physical Education Standard : Student exhibits a physically active
lifestye- student explores a variety of fihess physical activities for personal
interest, in and of physical education class.

Health Education Standard : $udent demonstrates the abilityto practic€
health enhancing behaviors and reduce health risks-student demonstrates
strategies to improve or maintain personal and family health.

Set lnduction
Define aerobic endurance. Ensure that students understand that we
determine whether an activity is aerobic bymeasuring pulse, breathing, or
sweating. Review taking a pulso over the heart, at lhe carotid (neck) artery,

and at the radial (wrist) artery Although this activity concentrates on pulse,
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remind the student to think about their breathing and sweating after each
activity.

Procedure
1 . Set Up four cones at the comers ofthe plalng area and put different

colored poly-spots between th€ cones to connect lhem, making a
game board. Sludents will roll the large die to see ho\fl many poly-
spots they move during the game. Activities might includo iumping
rope forward and backward, step aerobics, basketball dribbling,
soccer dribbling, poflerwalking, swim jogging, sfideiumping, boxer
stepping, volleyballlumping and spiking, and others appropriate to
the space available. Make one or more poly-spots aftred arca,
where students choose fun activities to do, such as hula hoops, line
dancing, or making up theirodn physicalactivity. You can use these
'Tred areas to help ensure that there is adequate space for the other
activities.

2. To begin the game, have the shJdents stand on a poly-spot. On t/our
signal the students look at the activity card under their spots and
perform the activity listed on that card. They continue until they
hear the stop signal or the music stops.

3. Students roll the dis again, and they all move either clockwise or
counterclockwise that number of poly-spots on the "game board'.
They look under their ne\,v spot and begin that nav activity upon
hearing the signal.

4. Sudenb will take their pulse rat$ alter completing an.aerobic task.

Teachlng Hlntg
Working in pai6 may be an optbn, too. Make the inside rcctangle a

fre€ are, where students choose aclivities hom the available eguipment.
After a discussion about aerobic endu,anca, alloyv students to croat€ a
card for the game board. Use a prepar€d tapo with Go-second lvork to 19
second rest inlervals. Teach th€ studenb how to find t|eir radid and carctr
artedes. They can take their heart rates at various timee during the gEme
for six seconds.

Glosure and Assessrnent
Written and Oral
. Have students identiry and write a definilion for ae.obic endurance.
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' Have students list thre6 favorite from this game that were aerobic.
Ask them how they knew these actMties were asrobic.

ProJect
. Ha\re students record thek puts6 on a worksheet afte. each activity.

Ertendlng the le3son,
' $udents prepare a log of heart rales for various activities at home,

such as raking leaves, vacuuming, riding a bike, and so on.
' Shdenb research bur difier€nt adivities for aerobic enduralce: bam

and individual sports, recrealional games, outdoor activities, and
occupations or uork. They compare h6art rates of people perfonnin!
the activity, for example, playing soccer, wresting, hiking, cleaning
the house, and doing office work.

2 AEROBIC BENEF]T CIRCUIT

t$iddle Schoot Loyel
lmproving aerobic endurance increases the ability of the heart, lungs

and muscles to dowork orer a longer period of time. Togeher, good nubitinn
and physical activity wilt promote lifelong health benefits and disease
prevention. To feel good and enjoy life, physical activity and nutritbn should
be fun, individual, and pleasurable.

Purpole
$udents will understand the health b€neftts of a€robic enduranc€

and be able to rank the benefitrs to m€et personal needs and goals.

Equlpmont Needed
$op\rratch
Music
Task she€b
Health ben€fits signs for each station (e.9., benefits of step
benches, cone run, jump rope, ski jump, siair climb, agility run,
dribble through cones, hot shot)

Physlcal Educatlon Standard : $udent exhibits a physicaly activ€
lifesve- Student identiftes the b€nefits from regular physicat activity.

@
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Health education Standard : Student demonstrates the ability to practice

health- enhancing behaviors and reduce health risk-student demonstrates

stralegies to improve or maintain personal and family health.
Set Induction

Ask students why aerobic endurance is important to good health.

Brainstorm a list ofdiseases that can be reduced byregular aerobic activi9.

Explain that today's activity will give students information to help which

benefits are most important o them.

Procedure
1. Develop an aerobic activity circuit with 8 to 10 stations that teach

the benefits of aerobic endurance. ltems for aerobic endurance health

benefits cards could include:

' reduce illness-jump rope

' reduce stress-bench step

' improve appearance'agilitY run

' reduce risk of heart disease-core run

' controlweight-skijumP

' increase enioyment of life-core dribble

' have more energy-stair climb

' increaseself{iscipline-speedjumpl
2. When the music starts, students will walk or log laps around the

gym for 15 to 30 seconds. When the music stops, the students
choose a health benefib station, read the health benefit, and perform

the activity at the station for 60 seconds. When the music begins,
the students repeat the walking or logging, then rotate to another
health benefits station and perform the activity.

3. The activity continues untilthe students perform the number of station

choices you decide.

4. At the end of the activity, students record their choices and discuss
why they chose those benefits, either in a iournal or in class.

Teaching Hints
Start students at several spots before they jog. You can use task

sheets or not depending on the number of stations the students choose.
lf too many students choose one station, theycan stimulate the activity or
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share the equipment at the station. The important concept is nol the
workout, but the health benefit choices they make.

Closure and Assessment

Written and Oral
. In a journal, have the students list five personal benefits from

parlicipating in aerobic activity, and explain which three are most
important to them and wtry.

Project
' Encourage students to participate in some form of physical activity

after their next stressful situation. Have them describe in their
journals the feeling during and after this stressful experience and
whether exercise helped them ffel lower stress.

Extending the lesson
' Students develop a timeline prioritizing their health risks. Ask them

if their benefits might change in priority over the years, and what
things (other than just age) might cause any such changes.

' Students list the heart attrack risk factors and how activity affects
each. Delermine which risk factors are controlled and which are
not.

3, IO.MINUTE TICKER TASKS

Middle School Level
Time is ho!r, long ),orr need to be aerobically active to improve maintain

aerobic endurance. You should ac,cumulate at least 30 minutes ofaerobic
activity most days of the week

Purpose

Students will understand thatan increaso of time inAerobic activity
maintiains or improves aerobic endurance. Research shcnms that 1o-minute!
buts of aerobic activity are beneficial, and students should work to
accumulate at least 30 minutes a dav.
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Equipment Needed

Depends on the activities ),ou cfioose

PhFical Education Standard : $udent achieves and maintains a health-

enhancing level of.physical fitness.

Health Education Standa.d : $ud€nt demonstrates the ability to praclice

health-enhancing behaviors and reduce health risks-$udent demonslrates

strategies to improve or maintiain personal and family health

Set lnduction
Discuss the relatbnship between time and intensity. ExPlain that intensity
is measures thrcughout an activity, while the time is measured only at the

end.

Procedure
1 . Design a variety of motivational aerobic fitness tasks to meet the

needs and interests of ]Du students. Include 1o-minut€ tickers as a

way to @in or end a lgsson. Thb could be a weekly event to measure

. aerobic fttness improvements. lf heart rate monitors are available,

use them dudng this activity. Hete are some examples of 1o-minute
tickers tasks:
' Using the steps, students choose 10 different movement

and oerform each for 1 minute.

' Students play 1-on-1 or 2-on-2 basketball and check their
heart rates three times during the game.

' Students practice their favorite hip hop, countryswing, or
aerobic dance with their friends.

Using the jump rope, students check their skills with s skill sheet-

' Students jog the track and pass a football to a partner.

They take turns running pass patterns.

2. Have students keep a fitness journal or log of accomplishments to
meacureto evaluate improvements.

Teaching Hints
This is an excellent way to allow students to choose a task and experience
individual successes. lt allows total inclusion of a variety of development
levels. Make sure to include a warm-up and cool-down this activity.

@
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Closure and Assessment

Written and Oral
. Have stu.dents exolain holfl to accumulate different activities to meet

the 30-minute goal.

Prcject
' Have Students create a one-week aerobic fitness plan based on

accumulating fitness activities in 10-minute segments. Ensure that
th€ plans include a vari€ty of activities

Extendlng the lesson
S'tudents develop a list of 10-minute licker activities for three weeks,

including write in their joumals a log of lo-minute ticker a activities for
three weeks, induding activities such as mowing the lawn, shoveling snow,
dancing to music, and so on. Stud€nts measure resting heart rate, tiarget
rate, and recovery heart rate during each activity.

4. JUMB STEB JOG

lriddle School Level
Progression is a sequential change in fr€quency, intensity, and/or

time. Overload is an increase in frequency, intensity, or time be)ond the
body's normal capacity. Levels of overload should be based upon an
individual's fitness goals.

Purpose
Studenb will identiry one fitness principle that theycan alter to demonstrate
progresson.

Equipment Needed
' Jump ropes. Steos. Music lape

Physlcal Education Standard: Student achieves and maintains a health-
enhancing level of physical fihess-student understands and applies training
principles to improve physical fitness.
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Health Education standard : Sludent demonstrates the ability to practice

health-enhancing behaviors and reduce health risks-student demonstrates

strategies to improve or maintain personal and family health'

Set Induction
Define progression. Discussion how progression relates to intensity, specify'

and time. Explain that this lesson will show progression over s shortperiod,

although progression actually occurs over a longer period.

Procedure
1 . Students work in groups oFftree. One student will jog, another will

jump rope and the third will perform step aerobics.

2. se a segmented music tape.(3o:10 seconds). When the music is

on, students perform their aerobic activity. When the mus'c stops'

students rotate to the next activiry

3. Continue until they have participated in all three aerobic activities '

4. On day two, use a 40:'10 second music tape to increase the time

students participate in aerobic activities.

Teaching Hints
On day one, have students work in groups of three. On day two, students

can choose the aerobic activities they wish to participate in Brainstorm

with students about what other activities they can include in the circuit'

lnclude some of their activities in the circuit the rest of the week'

Closure and Assessment

Written and Oral
' Students identify and write a definition for ove oad'

' Students identify and write a definition for progression'

ProJect
. Students choose an activity theywould enjoy participating in to keep

the heart, lungs, and muscles fit. Using this activity, students develop

a tist of waysto work harder and do a little more each exercise

episode.
. Exolain how students can demonstrate the concept of progression

for each exercise in the iump, step, jog activity.
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Extending th6 Lesson
Given three scenaries (e.9., Susie's, Sam's and Sarah's slory), have
students design strategies for each that will result in progression.
Susie's story: Susie has asthma, but can do limited aerobic activity. Her
baseline 3 minutes of activity on the PACER. She wants to improve to 5
minutes.
. Sam's story: Sam is on the basketball team. He wants to play

longer without getting so tired.
. Sarah's story: Sarah can run one-quarter mile without stopping. She

wants to run one mile without stopping.

5 WARM.UP/COOL.DOWN

High School Level

Warm-up is the beginning phase of the training session in which you
prepare the body for activity. Proper warm-up helps prevent injuries by
loosening and stretching muscle fibers and connective tissues (tendons
and ligaments). Cooldown is gradually lapering back, almost to a resting
phase, after completing the cardiovascular phase of training. Proper cool-
dorn helps prevent injuries by allou,ing muscles to flush wastes generated
by exercise.

Purpos6
The students will learn how warm-up and cooFdown activities affect the
heart rate. They will learn how important it is to keep moving after moderate-
to-vigorous activityto prevent blood from pooling in the extremities.

Equipment Needed
. Sloowatch
. Paper and pen or pencil for each student

Physical Education Standard : Students achieves and maintiains health-
enhancing level of physical fitness-student designs a personal fitness
pfogram.

Health Education Standard : Sludent demonstrates the ability to practice
health enhancing behaviors and reduce health risk-student demonstrates
strategies to improve or maintain personal and family health.
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Set lnduction
Review the need for a complete warm-up prior to exercise. Explain that the

heart is a muscle that also needs to be warmed up.

Procedure
1 . $udenb develop a uorkout plan for improving their aerobic endurance

based on their needs and goals. The plan should include both a
warm-up and a cooFdown.

2. Students then test their workout Plans. They will record their heart
rates after each step in the plan, including the warm-up and cool-
Oo/ttll'

Teaching Hints
To demonstrate the effects of not cooling down, have the studenls
immediately sit down while taking their 1-minute heart rate. Do not use a

6-,10-,or1s-second count for heart rate, because the best way to see the
results of a cool-down is to take a 1-minute heart rate.

Closure and Assessment
Written and Oral
. Have students distinguish among the heart rate at rest, during warm-

up, and during aerobic activity.

Project. Have students record the data fortheir 1-minute heart rates from
participating in warm-up and cooldown activities for several days.

Extending the Lesson
Have the students compare their recorded warm-up and cooldown heart
rates over severalweeks. ls there any difference?

@
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